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Date of Issuance 7/18/2016

Decision 16-07-008 July 14, 2016
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Application of Southern California Gas
Company (U904G) and San Diego Gas &
Electric Company (U902G) for Authority to
Revise their Curtailment Procedure.

Application 15-06-020
(Filed June 26, 2015)

DECISION ADOPTING CURTAILMENT PROCEDURES
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
Summary
By this decision, we adopt the Curtailment Procedures Settlement
Agreement (Settlement), set forth in Attachment 1. In adopting the Settlement,
we grant the Joint Motion, dated April 28, 2016, of Southern California Gas
Company, San Diego Gas & Electric Company (the “Applicant Utilities”), the
California Independent System Operator, Southern California Edison Company,
Southern California Generation Coalition, Indicated Shippers, and the California
Manufacturers & Technology Association (collectively, the “Settling Parties”).
The Settlement proposes resolution of all outstanding issues in this
proceeding, except for those that are separately addressed in the “Daily
Balancing Proposal Settlement Agreement” as adopted in Decision 16-06-021. As
discussed below, we find that the Settlement conforms to the Commission’s rules
and criteria relating to alternate dispute resolution through settlement.
Accordingly, because we find the Settlement reasonable in light of the whole
record, consistent with the law, and in the public interest, we approve the
Settlement in its entirety and without modification. We direct Applicant Utilities
165051361
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to implement the provisions of the Settlement in accordance with the Ordering
Paragraphs of this decision, as discussed below.
1. Procedural Background
The proposed Settlement was brought before us in Application
(A.) 15-06-020, a proceeding to consider revisions to Southern California Gas
Company (SoCalGas) and San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E)
curtailment procedures for natural gas service. SoCalGas and SDG&E filed
A.15-06-020 on June 26, 2015.
In support of the Application, the Applicant Utilities served prepared
testimony on interested parties. Protests and responses were filed on August 10,
2015. A prehearing conference was held October 27, 2015, to discuss procedural
matters. The Assigned Commissioner’s Scoping Memo and Ruling, filed and
served on November 6, 2015, set hearings for the curtailment rule revisions.
Intervenor testimony was submitted on February 5, 2016. Rebuttal
testimony was submitted on March 4, 2016, by SoCalGas and SDG&E as well as
Southern California Generation Coalition (SCGC). On the first day of scheduled
hearings, the parties announced that they had agreed to settlement principles
and would be filing a motion for approval of a settlement agreement. On March
28, 2016, SoCalGas and SDG&E served a Notice of Settlement Conference
pursuant to Rule 12 of Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (Rules).
The Settlement Conference was held telephonically on April 5, 2016.
A Joint Motion for adoption of the Curtailment Procedures Settlement
Agreement (Settlement) was filed on April 28, 2016. In filing the Joint Motion,
SoCalGas, SDG&E (the “Applicant Utilities”), the California Independent System
Operator, Southern California Edison Company (SCE), SCGC, Indicated
Shippers, and the California Manufacturers & Technology Association (CMTA)
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(collectively, the “Settling Parties”) requested that the standard 30-day comment
period provided by Rule 12.2 be reduced to 10 days. We grant this request. The
reduced comment period enabled the Commission to consider the Settlement
20 days earlier than otherwise would apply. No comments were filed in
response to the Joint Motion.
2. Description of the Proposed Settlement
The proposed Settlement resolves outstanding disputes relating to the
issues in parties’ testimony. We summarize below the major issues addressed in
testimony and note how the Settlement resolves those issues.
SoCalGas and SDG&E presented testimony proposing gas curtailment
procedure revisions to allow end-use curtailments to be effectuated in one or
more of 10 defined local service zones, rather than the current system-wide
curtailment process. These proposed curtailment procedure revisions would
restructure the order in which SoCalGas and SDG&E curtail noncore customers
to protect deliveries to higher priority customers while simplifying the process.
In conjunction with proposals for revised curtailment procedures, SoCalGas and
SDG&E also proposed to eliminate the San Joaquin Valley and Rainbow
Corridor/San Diego open season requirements as well as the distinction between
firm and interruptible noncore service.
We review below how the Settlement resolves parties’ positions with
respect to the SoCalGas and SDG&E testimony. We review specifically how the
Settlement resolves disputed issues relating to: (a) curtailment order; (b) local
service zones; (c) open seasons, rate structures, and contracts; and (d) other tariff
provisions, as noted below.
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2.1.

Curtailment Order

SoCalGas and SDG&E testimony proposed a seven-step queue for
effectuating natural gas curtailments should the System Operator deem it
necessary to curtail service. SoCalGas and SDG&E also proposed tariff
modifications for implementing the new curtailment order to SoCalGas Rule 23
and SDG&E Gas Rule 14.
SCE, SCGC, and Indicated Shippers proposed various modifications. SCE
and SCGC expressed concern that the proposed curtailment order would
adversely impact electric grid reliability. Indicated Shippers was concerned that
it could potentially create safety concerns for some customers to comply with
curtailment orders. SCE and SCGC expressed concerns about the relationship of
storage injection and withdrawal to the curtailment order. SCE proposed
including Off-System Delivery (OSD) service in the curtailment order.
Settling Parties propose to use the framework for the curtailment order as
proposed by SoCalGas and SDG&E, but with modifications to address various
concerns raised by parties, summarized as follows:
-

Step 1 is modified to allow all dispatchable electric generation
(EG) forecasted to go into service during a curtailment order to
run as scheduled, subject to Step 2 cuts, should the curtailment be
called based on day-ahead forecasts.

-

Step 2 is modified so that: (a) the maximum percentage cut
available for dispatchable EGs in Step 2 is 40% in summer and
60% in winter; (b) to the extent operationally feasible, SoCalGas
and SDG&E will try to base curtailments on day-ahead forecasts
of peak EG loads provided by the relevant Electric Grid
Operator(s) as defined in Rule 1; and clarify that, if the relevant
Electric Grid Operator(s) informs SoCalGas and SDG&E that a
proposed curtailment of dispatched EG load pursuant to this
provision could adversely affect electric grid reliability or cause
firm electric load shedding, SoCalGas and SDG&E may in its sole
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discretion reduce the proposed curtailment of dispatched EG
load and move to the next curtailment step.
-

Step 3 is modified so that pre-established refinery minimum
usage requirements are held for Step 4; refinery minimum usage
requirements are defined as the usage level required to safely
operate refinery processing units, to avoid material damage to
operating equipment, and to avoid operational outages
extending materially beyond the curtailment period and shall
take into account other relevant factors such as the length of
notice provided.

-

Step 4 is modified to include remaining refinery load not
curtailed in Step 3 as Step 4a. Step 4b is the remaining EG load
not curtailed in Step 2.

-

Steps 5 through 7 are not modified.

Outside of the curtailment order, storage injection and withdrawal
provisions are not incorporated into the curtailment procedures. Off-System
Delivery will be addressed in the SoCalGas and SDG&E Rule 30 scheduling
provisions. As such, the Utility System Operator can discontinue OSD
transactions to the extent that providing the OSD service would make a
supply-related situation worse, subject to the North American Energy Standards
Board elapsed pro rata rules. SoCalGas Rule 30 is clarified so that, in addition to
critical customers as defined in Rule 1, preference will be given to refinery
minimum usage when an operating emergency is declared.
2.2.

Local Service Zones

SoCalGas and SDG&E testimony presented a detailed, tariff-level local
service zone map with descriptions of the local service zones. No party explicitly
opposed the local service zones. SCGC, however, expressed a desire that the
tariffs specify that SoCalGas and SCGC could effectuate curtailment in an area
smaller than a local service zone if it was possible to reduce customer impacts.
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In the Settlement, Indicated Shippers expressed a desire that SoCalGas and
SDG&E could effectuate a curtailment in an area larger than a local service zone,
if it was possible to reduce customer impacts. Indicated Shippers also expressed
a desire for local service zones to be subject to future review.
Settling Parties agree to adopt local service zones as proposed by
SoCalGas and SDG&E. The Settlement includes modifications to language in
SoCalGas Rule 23 Section C relating to effectuating curtailments in areas smaller
or larger than local service zones. The modified language is not necessary for
inclusion in SDG&E Gas Rule 14 since SDG&E exists entirely within one local
service zone. The local service zones themselves may be a topic for consideration
at the Utility Customer Forum described in SoCalGas Rule 41.
2.3.

Open Seasons, Rate Structures, and
Contracts

SoCalGas and SDG&E currently offer noncore customers firm or
interruptible transportation services on the integrated gas system. SoCalGas and
SDG&E testimony proposed to end the firm and interruptible designations for
noncore transportation service and offer only a single noncore transportation
service.
SoCalGas and SDG&E also proposed to end pipeline capacity open
seasons, currently conducted in the San Joaquin Valley and in the Rainbow
Corridor/San Diego areas pursuant to Decision (D.) 02-11-073 and D.06-09-039.
As a result of these proposals, SoCalGas and SDG&E requested authority to
terminate all noncore customer contracts for transportation service that are
effective on the date of this decision on the first day of the month following
90 days from approval of the application, coincident with implementation of the
new curtailment procedures. SoCalGas and SDG&E would generate new
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month-to-month noncore transportation service contracts for execution by the
utilities and their customers.
SCGC was the only party to submit testimony on these items, preferring
that open season requirements continue with firm and interruptible rate
distinctions in the potentially capacity constrained areas.
Settling Parties agree that capacity open seasons are no longer required to
be conducted in potentially capacity constrained areas and that SoCalGas and
SDG&E’s end-use noncore rate schedules will no longer distinguish between
firm and interruptible transportation service (except for SoCalGas Schedule
No. G-BTS, Backbone Transportation Service). To implement these changes, the
Settlement specifies that all noncore customer contracts for transportation service
in effect on the effective date of the Settlement are terminated on the first day of
the month following 90 days from the date of this decision, and new
month-to-month contracts will be implemented. As a point of clarification, EG
customers subject to curtailment in Step 1, Step 2, or Step 4 are not required to
establish Curtailment Baseline Quantities in their transportation contracts.
2.4.

Other Tariff Provisions

SoCalGas and SDG&E submitted testimony to eliminate tariff provisions
related to the Service Interruption Credit (SIC). SCGC submitted testimony that
these provisions continue. Settling Parties agree that SoCalGas and SDG&E may
remove these provisions from their tariffs.
SoCalGas and SDG&E also sought to eliminate tariff provisions relating to
diversion of customer owned gas. SCE supported retention of these tariff
provisions and proposed modifications to include diversion protocols. Settling
Parties agree to include provisions related to diversion of customer owned gas.
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SoCalGas sought to eliminate a provision related to submission of an
Advice Letter within 24 hours of initiating a curtailment event. SCGC advocated
for retention of this tariff provision. Settling Parties agree that SoCalGas Rule 23
will continue to include a notification requirement. However, for
non-maintenance-related curtailments, SoCalGas will have five business days
from the conclusion of the curtailment to submit the Advice Letter. For
maintenance-related curtailments, SoCalGas will have five business days from
the end of each calendar quarter to submit an Advice Letter providing
information relating to all maintenance-related curtailments during the quarter.
SoCalGas and SDG&E submitted testimony regarding customer trading of
maximum allowed usage capacity. SCE and SCGC submitted testimony that
raised concerns that EG customers would be precluded from participating in
trades of curtailment requirements. During the Settlement process, CMTA
expressed concern that trades would be limited to within a single local service
zone, even if more than one zone was curtailed. Settling Parties agree that
trading all or a portion of the Customer’s maximum allowed usage capacity will
be limited to non-EG noncore and noncore cogeneration customers (to include
non-dispatchable EG). Trading of maximum allowed usage capacity will be
allowed within the same curtailed Local Service Zone or Zones.
SoCalGas and SDG&E sought to include tariff language regarding
authority to temporarily shut off gas service without liability. CMTA advocated
against this tariff modification during the Settlement process. Settling Parties
agree that this new language will not be added, and that SoCalGas and SDG&E
will not temporarily physically shut off gas service to any customer without
first notifying the customer, except in an emergency.
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SoCalGas and SDG&E sought to remove language relating to interruption
of service due to planned maintenance and had proposed to largely move this
language, with some modification, to SoCalGas Rule 23. CMTA expressed
concerns with this change. Settling Parties agree the language will remain in
SoCalGas Rule 30 (with minor modification to eliminate reference to the SIC).
SoCalGas Rule 23 will simply reference Rule 30 provisions.
SoCalGas and SDG&E proposed a definition of “Electric Grid Operators”
to be added to SoCalGas Rule 1. Settling Parties agree that this definition will be
expanded to include Glendale Water and Power and Burbank Water and Power
as recognized Electric Grid Operators for effectuating curtailments of electric
generators.
SoCalGas and SDG&E sought to modify the schedule for curtailment
violations that are currently levied based on when the end-user is not in
compliance with the curtailment order. Violation fees increase based on when
the noncompliance occurs. Customers failing to curtail on request are assessed a
penalty of $1.00 per therm for the first five hours of the Customer’s operating
day, $3.00 per therm for hours six through eight, and $10.00 per therm for hours
nine through the end of the curtailment episode.
SoCalGas and SDG&E proposed that the curtailment violation charge be
$5 per therm per hour, plus the daily balancing standby rate, applicable to the
entire curtailment period. SCGC submitted testimony preferring that the
noncompliance charge schedule not be modified. Settling Parties agree to the
modified curtailment violation schedule proposed by SoCalGas and SDG&E.
Settling Parties clarified that maximum allowed usages will be hourly figures,
and hourly consumption will be compared to hourly maximum allowed usage
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when calculating curtailment violation charges. This clarification was
incorporated into SoCalGas Rule 23 and SDG&E Gas Rule 14.
Currently, the revenue from curtailment violation charges is returned to
those customers who complied with curtailment orders through an on-bill credit.
SoCalGas and SDG&E proposed to move away from this process by allocating
curtailment noncompliance charge revenue to the Noncore Fixed Cost Account
for each respective utility and revenue from the assessment of G-IMB daily
balancing standby charge revenue to the Purchased Gas Account. SCGC
submitted testimony to maintain the current process of providing bill credits to
customers who complied with a curtailment order.
Settling Parties agree to the rate treatment of curtailment noncompliance
charge revenue proposed by SoCalGas and SDG&E.
SCGC submitted testimony expressing concern over the manner in which
curtailment instructions are provided to customers. Settling Parties agree that
SoCalGas and SDG&E will provide all official curtailment instructions in writing
via electronic mail, with attempts to follow up by phone. Indicated Shippers
submitted testimony proposing modifications to the requirements for providing
notice of planned maintenance events.
The Settlement includes a redlined SoCalGas Rule 1, Rule 23, and Rule 30
and SDG&E Gas Rule 14 with the modifications agreed to by the Settlement.
Settling Parties agree that, unless modified by the Settlement, the proposed tariff
modifications should be adopted.
3. Standard of Review for Evaluating the Settlement
The Commission has long favored the settlement of disputes. This policy
supports worthwhile goals, including reducing litigation costs, conserving scarce
resources, and allowing parties to reduce the risk that litigation will produce
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unacceptable results.1 As a result of entering into the proposed Settlement
Agreement at issue here, the parties as well as Commission staff avoided the
expenditure of time and resources otherwise required to fully litigate the merits
of parties’ disputes.
Although we favor the settlement of disputes, we have specific rules
regarding the conduct of settlements as set forth in Article 12 of the
Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure. Rule 12.1(d) specifically states
that the Commission will not approve a settlement “unless the settlement is
reasonable in light of the whole record, is consistent with law, and in the public
interest.” We conclude that the instant Settlement Agreement, taken in its
entirety, satisfies each of these criteria.
In evaluating the instant Settlement, it is significant that the Settlement is
uncontested. In considering the merits of uncontested settlements generally, we
have previously stated:
In judging the reasonableness of a proposed settlement, we
have sometimes inclined to find reasonable a settlement that
has the unanimous support of all active parties in the
proceeding. In contrast, a contested settlement is not entitled
to any greater weight or deference merely by virtue of its label
as a settlement; it is merely the joint position of the sponsoring
parties, and its reasonableness must be thoroughly
demonstrated by the record. (D.02-01-041, mimeo. at 13.)
Accordingly, by applying the standard of review discussed above, we find
that the Settlement warrants adoption, and hereby adopt it, as attached hereto,
and in conformance with the Ordering Paragraphs set forth below.

1

D.05-03-022, mimeo. at 7-8.
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3.1.

The Settlement Is Reasonable in Light of
the Record

The Settling Parties state that the provisions of the Settlement are
reasonable and supported by the record. For purposes of our evaluation here,
the record includes the SoCalGas and SDG&E application and supporting
testimony, the testimony sponsored by the non-utility parties, and the utilities’
and non-utility parties’ respective rebuttal testimony, together with the
Settlement and the motion for its adoption.
In assessing whether a settlement is reasonable in light of the record, we
evaluate the agreement as a whole, not just its individual parts, as explained in
D.10-04-033:
In assessing settlements, we consider individual settlement
provisions but, in light of strong public policy favoring
settlements, we do not base our conclusion on whether any
single provision is the optimal result. Rather, we determine
whether the settlement as a whole produces a just and
reasonable outcome.2
Because each provision of the proposed Settlement is dependent on the
other provisions therein, modification of any one part would harm the balancing
of interests and compromises achieved in the Settlement. The various provisions
reflect specific compromises between litigation positions and differing interests.
Prior to the settlement, the parties devoted significant time and effort to
working collaboratively to identify and achieve a better common understanding
of the range of issues in dispute, options for narrowing disputed issues, and
opportunities to compromise. The outcomes reached by the Settlement are

2

D.10-04-033, mimeo. at 9.
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within the range of pre-settlement positions and outcomes presented by the
parties. The Settlement represents agreement among most parties that actively
participated in this proceeding. Although a few parties did not sign on to the
Settlement, no party filed any comments in opposition to the Settlement.
Accordingly, in reference to Rule 12.1(d), and given the range of interests
represented, as noted above, we conclude that the Settlement as a whole is
reasonable in light of the entire record.
3.2.

The Settlement Is Consistent with Law

In reference to Rule 12.1(d), we conclude that the Settlement is consistent
with the law. The Settling Parties are represented by experienced counsel and
assert that the Settlement complies with all applicable statutes and prior
Commission decisions and reasonable interpretations thereof. In agreeing to the
terms of the Settlement, the Settling Parties considered relevant statutes and
Commission decisions and believe that the Settlement is fully consistent with
those statutes and prior Commission decisions. We do not detect, and it has not
been alleged, that any element of the Settlement is inconsistent in any way with
Public Utilities Code Sections, Commission decisions, or the law in general.
3.3.

The Settlement Is in the Public Interest

In reference to Rule 12.1(d), we conclude that the Settlement is in the
public interest. The Commission has determined that a settlement that
“commands broad support among participants fairly reflective of the affected
interests” and “does not contain terms which contravene statutory provisions or
prior Commission decisions” meets the “public interest” criterion.3 All active

3

See D.10-06-015, mimeo. at 11-12, citing D.92-12-019, mimeo. at 7.
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parties who took positions on the issues covered by the Settlement joined the
motion as signatories, indicating their belief that the Settlement represents a
reasonable compromise of their respective positions. The settling parties include
a range of interests, including those of the applicant utilities and of well-known
representatives of impacted customer groups. Although a few parties did not
sign on to the Settlement, no party affirmatively expressed opposition. The sheer
number of interested parties involved in negotiations helps to ensure that the
Settlement represents all parties’ interests.
Although settlements are compromises of parties’ preferred outcomes, the
fact that multiple parties, with diverse interests and recommendations, reached a
compromise that was acceptable from various viewpoints provides assurance
that the overall result is reasonable. Where specific issues were identified and
resolved in the Settlement Agreement, we find the results are reasonable and
consistent with the record.
4. Waiver of Comments on Proposed Decision
This is an uncontested matter in which the decision grants the relief
requested. Accordingly, pursuant to Section 311(g)(2) of the Public Utilities
Code and Rule 14.6(c)(2), the otherwise applicable 30-day period for public
review and comment on the proposed decision is waived.
5. Assignment of Proceeding
Michel P. Florio is the assigned Commissioner and Maribeth Bushey is the
assigned Administrative Law Judge in this proceeding.
Findings of Fact
1. On April 28, 2016, a Joint Motion was filed by SoCalGas, SDG&E, the
California Independent System Operator, SCE, SCGC, Indicated Shippers, and
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the CMTA for adoption of the “Curtailment Procedures” Settlement Agreement
(set forth as Attachment 1 of this decision).
2. The “Curtailment Procedures” Settlement (Settlement) resolves of all
contested issues in this proceeding, except for those issues that are separately
addressed in the “Daily Balancing Proposal Settlement Agreement” as adopted
in D.16-06-021. The Settlement resolves parties’ differences regarding: (a) gas
curtailment order; (b) local service zones; (c) open seasons, rate structures, and
contracts; and (d) other tariff provisions.
3. Parties to the “Curtailment Procedures” Settlement represent most of the
parties that actively participated in this proceeding. Although a few parties did
not sign on to the Settlement, no party filed comments in opposition.
4. The parties to the “Curtailment Procedures” Settlement are fairly reflective
of the affected interests.
5. No term of the “Curtailment Procedures” Settlement Agreement
contravenes statutory provisions of any prior Commission decisions.
6. The “Curtailment Procedures” Settlement is reasonable in light of the
record, is consistent with law, and is in the public interest.
Conclusions of Law
1. The “Curtailment Procedures” Settlement Agreement set forth in
Attachment 1 meets the Commission’s criteria for approval, as prescribed in
Rule 12 in that it is (a) reasonable in light of the whole record, (b) consistent with
law, and (c) in the public interest. Accordingly, the Settlement should be
approved in its entirety and without modification.
2. The “Curtailment Procedures” Settlement Agreement set forth in
Attachment 1 reasonably resolves the issues addressed therein, but does not
constitute precedent for any future proceeding or any issues not included in the
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Settlement. Except as expressly provided for in the Settlement, each of the
Settling Parties reserves its right to advocate, in current and future proceedings,
positions, principles, assumptions, arguments and methodologies which may be
different than those underlying this Settlement.
3. This decision should be effective today so that SoCalGas and SDG&E can
take prompt action to implement the Settlement Agreement pursuant to the
Ordering Paragraphs of this decision so that the revised curtailment procedures
presented by the Settlement can be put into place quickly, and be available if
needed.
ORDER
IT IS ORDERED that:
1. The “Curtailment Procedures” Settlement Agreement, is approved and
adopted, (as set forth in Attachment 1) pursuant to the April 28, 2016, Joint
Motion of Southern California Gas Company, San Diego Gas & Electric
Company, and the California Independent System Operator, Southern California
Edison Company, Southern California Generation Coalition, Indicated Shippers,
and the California Manufacturers & Technology Association (Joint Motion).
Accordingly, the Joint Motion for adoption of the Settlement is granted.
2. Southern California Gas Company and San Diego Gas & Electric Company
are directed to implement the terms of the Curtailment Procedures Settlement
Agreement by filing a Tier 1 Advice Letter, consistent with the tariff sheet
modifications in the Settlement Agreement set forth in Attachment 1. These
tariff modifications shall be effective the first day of the month following 90 days
from the effective date of this Commission order approving the Settlement.
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3. Application 15-06-020 is closed.
This order is effective today.
Dated July 14, 2016, at San Francisco, California.

MICHAEL PICKER
President
MICHEL PETER FLORIO
CATHERINE J.K. SANDOVAL
CARLA J. PETERMAN
LIANE M. RANDOLPH
Commissioners
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Attachment 1
Curtailment Procedures Settlement Agreement
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Application of Southern California Gas Company
(U 904 G) and San Diego Gas & Electric Company
(U 902 G) for Authority to Revise their Curtailment
Procedures

Application 15-06-020
(Filed June 26, 2015)

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY (U 904 G),
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY (U 902 G), THE CALIFORNIA
INDEPENDENT SYSTEM OPERATOR, SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON
COMPANY (U 338 E), SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GENERATION COALITION,
INDICATED SHIPPERS, AND CALIFORNIA MANUFACTURERS & TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATION CURTAILMENT PROCEDURES SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
Pursuant to Article 12 of the California Public Utilities Commission’s (Commission)
Rules of Practice and Procedure, Southern California Gas Company (SoCalGas), San Diego
Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E), the California Independent System Operator (CAISO),
Southern California Edison Company (SCE), Southern California Generation Coalition
(SCGC), Indicated Shippers, and California Manufacturers & Technology Association
(CMTA) (collectively referred to hereafter as the Settling Parties) respectfully submit to the
Commission this Curtailment Procedures Settlement Agreement (Settlement). In this
Settlement, the Settling Parties provide a recommended resolution of all of the contested issues
this proceeding, except as identified in Section III.C of the Settlement.
I.
REASONABLENESS OF THE SETTLEMENT
The Settling Parties submit that this Settlement complies with the Commission’s
requirements that settlements be reasonable, consistent with law, and in the public interest. The
Settling Parties have recognized that there is risk involved in litigation, and that a party’s filed
position might not prevail, in whole or in part, in the Commission’s final determination. The
Settling Parties have reached compromise positions that they believe are appropriate in light of
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the litigation risks. This
T Settlement reflects the
t Settling P
Parties’ bestt judgments as to the
totality of
o their positiions and risk
ks, and their agreement hherein is expplicitly basedd on the overrall
results acchieved.
II.
SETTLE
EMENT TER
RMS AND CONDITIO
ONS
A.

Effective
E
Datte
1. The Effecctive Date off this Settlem
ment is the daate upon whhich the Com
mmission
approves the Settlemeent.
2. The tarifff modificatio
ons adopted by
b this settleement shall bbe submittedd by Tier 1
Advice Leetter to be efffective the first
f
day of tthe month foollowing 90 ddays from thhe
effective date
d of the Settlement.
S

B.

Settlement Terms
T
1.

Curta
ailment Ord
der
a.

Step 1 is to
o be defined
d in SoCalGaas Rule 23 S
Section C.1 aand SDG&E
Gas Rule 14
1 Section H.1
H as follow
ws:
In the even
nt of a curtailment beingg called baseed on day-ahhead forecassts
of peak eleectric genera
ation load ass described in C.1(2), alll dispatchabble
electric geeneration not currently fo
forecasted too be operatinng at the time
the curtaillment order is effective. In the eventt of a curtaillment being
called based on real-tiime demand,
d, all dispatchhable electric generation
not operatting when a curtailment
c
order is issuued.

b.

Step 2 is to
o be defined
d in SoCalGaas Rule 23 S
Section C.1 aand SDG&E
Gas Rule 14
1 Section H.1
H as follow
ws:
Up to 60%
% of dispatch
hed electric ggeneration looad during N
November
through March
M
and up
p to 40% of ddispatched eelectric geneeration load
during Aprril through October.
O
Too the extent ooperationallyy feasible,
Utility willl attempt to base these ccurtailments on day-aheaad forecasts of
peak electrric generatio
on loads proovided by thee relevant Ellectric Grid
Operator(s
(s) as defined
d in Rule 1. To the extennt operationaally feasiblee,
Utility willl work with affected
a
Elecctric Grid O
Operators on a best efforrts
basis to reeallocate thee aggregate m
maximum alllowed usagee for the
remaining
g dispatched electric genneration loadd within the aaffected Loccal
Service Zo
one(s) among
g all of the ddispatchablee electric genneration
facilities within
w
the aff
ffected Locall Service Zonne(s) to mainntain grid
reliability and preventt firm electriic load sheddding. Any suuch
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reallocatio
on shall be at
a the sole diiscretion of U
Utility, and tthe default inn
the absencce of realloca
ation shall bbe pro rata w
within each aaffected Local
Service Zo
one. If the reelevant Electric Grid Opperator(s) inf
nforms Utilityy
that a prop
posed curtaiilment of disppatched elecctric generattion load
pursuant to
t this section could adveersely affectt electric gridd reliability or
cause shed
dding firm ellectric custoomer load, U
Utility may inn its sole
discretion reduce the proposed
p
cu rtailment off dispatched electric
generation
n load pursu
uant to this seection and m
move to the nnext curtailm
ment
step.
c.

o be defined
d in SoCalGaas Rule 23 S
Section C.1 aand SDG&E
Step 3 is to
Gas Rule 14
1 Section H.1
H as follow
ws:
Up to 100% of non-eleectric generaation noncorre and noncoore
n a pro rata basis, exceppt for pre-esttablished
cogeneratiion usage on
refinery minimum
m
usag
ge requirem
ments. Electrric generatioon load that is
not dispatcchable by an
n electric griid operator aand thereforre not subjecct to
curtailmen
nt in step 2 will
w be considdered non-eelectric generration noncoore
load for th
he purposes of
o curtailmeent. Refineriies, includingg cogeneratiion
and ancilla
ary facilitiess serving reffineries, willl be permitteed to establissh,
subject to Utility’s rea
asonable agrreement, pree-establishedd minimum
usage requ
uirements th
hat are not suubject to currtailment in tthis step.
Refinery minimum
m
usa
age requirem
ments shall bbe establisheed at the usagge
level requiired to safelyy operate reffinery proceessing units, to avoid
material damage
d
to op
perating equuipment and to avoid opeerational
outages exxtending matterially beyoond the curtaailment periood and shalll
take into account
a
otheer relevant faactors such aas the lengthh of notice
provided by
b Utility.1

d.

Step 4 is to
o be defined
d in SoCalGaas Rule 23 S
Section C.1 aand SDG&E
Gas Rule 14
1 Section H.1
H as follow
ws:
a) Up to 100%
1
of rem
maining refinnery load nott curtailed inn step 3. b) Up
to 100% of remaining dispatched electric geneeration loadd not curtaileed
in step 2. To
T the extentt operationaally feasible, Utility will work with thhe
affected Ellectric Grid Operators oon a best effo
forts basis to reallocate tthe
aggregate maximum allowed
a
usagge for any reemaining disppatched
electrical generation
g
load
l
within tthe affected L
Local Servicce Zone(s)
among all of the dispa
atched electrric generatioon facilities w
within the
ocal Servicee Zone(s) to m
maintain griid reliabilityy and prevent
affected Lo
firm electrric load shed
dding. Any ssuch reallocaation shall bbe at the solee

1

The und
derlined senten
nces in this seection only peertain to SoCaalGas, so are not included in SDG&E R
Rule
14.
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discretion of the Utility
ty, and the deefault in the absence of rreallocationn
shall be prro rata withiin each affeccted Local Seervice Zone..2
e.

Step 5 is to
o be defined
d in SoCalGaas Rule 23 S
Section C.1 aand SDG&E
Gas Rule 14
1 Section H.1
H as follow
ws:
All Priority
ty 2A servicee on a pro raata basis.

f.

Step 6 is to
o be defined
d in SoCalGaas Rule 23 S
Section C.1 aand SDG&E
Gas Rule 14
1 Section H.1
H as follow
ws:
All Priority
ty 1 non-resiidential servvice on a proo rata basis.

g.

Step 7 is to
o be defined
d in SoCalGaas Rule 23 S
Section C.1 aand SDG&E
Gas Rule 14
1 Section H.1
H as follow
ws:
All Priority
ty 1 residential service oon a pro rataa basis.

h.

Provisionss related to storage injecttion and storrage withdraawal are not
incorporatted into the curtailment
c
pprocedures.

i.

Off-system
m delivery (O
OSD) will bee addressed by the SoCaalGas and
SDG&E Gas
G Rule 30 scheduling pprovisions. A
As such, thee System
Operator can
c discontin
nue OSD traansactions to the extent pproviding thee
OSD serviice would make
m
a supplyy-related situuation worsee, subject to the
North Am
merican Energ
gy Standardss Board (NA
AESB) elapsed pro rata
rules. Thee fifth bullet of SoCalGaas Rule 30 Seection D.5 iss revised to
read as folllows:
Both Firm
m and Interru
uptible OSD rights, at anny Delivery P
Point, can bee
reduced in
n any cycle, including
i
duuring curtaillment events,, (subject to the
NAESB ela
apsed pro ra
ata rules) if, in the sole jjudgment of the Utility, tthe
discontinu
uation or red
duction of OSSD service aat that Deliveery Point woould
diminish th
he need for the
t Utility too bring addittional gas innto the Utility
ty’s
system at an
a additiona
al cost or redduce the leveel of curtailm
ment to any
Utility cusstomer.

j.

SoCalGas Rule 23 Secction C.3 is cclarified so tthat, in addittion to critical
customers as defined in
i Rule No. 1, preferencee will be givven to refinerry
minimum usage when they declaree an operatinng emergenccy.

2

The und
derlined senten
nce in this secction only perrtains to SoCaalGas, so is nnot included inn SDG&E Ruule
14.
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2.

Locall Service Zo
ones
a.

The tariff maps
m
definin
ng the bounddaries of thee ten local seervice zones as
presented in the Attach
hment to thee Prepared D
Direct Testim
mony of Mr.
David M. Bisi are adopted.

b.

SoCalGas Rule 23 Secction C.1 andd SDG&E G
Gas Rule 14 Section H.1 are
revised to read as follo
ows:
When in th
he judgment of the Utility
ty, operatingg conditions require
curtailmen
nt of service within one oor more Loccal Service Z
Zones, as
defined in Rule 1, or within
w
a sub--zonal area, such curtaillment shall bbe
effectuated
d in the ordeer and mann er describedd below, unleess otherwisse
specified in
i this rule. To the extennt operationaally feasible,, if a capacitty
constraintt can be addrressed by cuurtailing mulltiple zones w
while
minimizing
g individual customer im
mpacts, Utiliity will curtaail multiple
zones or su
ubsets thereo
of.3

c.
3.

4.

Local Serv
vice Zones may
m be a top ic for considderation at thhe Utility
Customer Forums desccribed in So CalGas Rulee 41.

Open
n Seasons, Rate
R
Structu
ures, and Coontracts
a.

Capacity Open
O
Season
ns are no lonnger requiredd to be conduucted in
potentially
y capacity co
onstrained arreas.

b.

SoCalGas and SDG&E
E’s end-use noncore ratee schedules w
will no longer
distinguish
h between Fiirm and Inteerruptible traansportation service.4

c.

All noncorre customer contracts fo r transportattion service tthat are in
effect on th
he effective date of the S
Settlement aare terminateed on the firsst
day of the month follo
owing 90 dayys from the ddate of the ddecision, andd
h-to-month contracts
c
willl be implem
mented.
new month

d.

Electric Generators su
ubject to curttailment in S
Step 1, Step 22, and Step 4
are not req
quired to estaablish Curtai
ailment Baseline Quantities (CBQs) iin
their transp
portation contracts.

Otherr Tariff Pro
ovisions
a.

The Servicce Interruption Credit prrovisions aree removed frrom SoCalGas
Rule 23 an
nd SDG&E Gas
G Rule 144.

3

The und
derlined senten
nces in this seection only peertain to SoCaalGas, so are not included in SDG&E G
Gas
Rule 14.
4
SoCalGaas Schedule No.
N G-BTS, Backbone
B
Traansportation S
Service, will rretain firm and interruptiblle
rate option
ns.
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b.

Provisionss related to diversion
d
of ccustomer ow
wned gas in S
SoCalGas R
Rule
23 are reviised as descrribed herein.. Diversionss shall occurr when
operationaal conditionss exist such tthat supply is insufficiennt to meet
demand an
nd deliveriess to Core En d-Use Custoomers are thrreatened.
Subject to the obligations of Core Procuremennt Groups to utilize all
available capacity
c
asso
ociated with supply, SoC
CalGas may divert gas
supply in its
i system from Noncoree End-Use C
Customers to Core End-U
Use
Customerss. Emergenccy Flow Ordder (EFO) prrovisions willl be deemedd to
apply undeer these cond
ditions. If a N
Noncore Ennd-Use Custoomer’s supplly
is diverted
d, either invo
oluntarily unnder this rulee, or throughh a voluntaryy
arrangemeent with reprresentatives oof Core Endd-Use or Nonncore End-U
Use
Customerss, that Customer must stoop or reducee its use of nnatural gas.
Prior to a diversion,
d
So
oCalGas’ Gaas Acquisitioon departmeent and Coree
Transport Agents, on behalf
b
of theeir Core Endd-Use Custom
mers, will usse:
(1) their ow
wn firm capacity, to the extent gas ssupply is avaailable; (2) aany
As-Availaable capacity
y on the systeem at any reeceipt point tto the extent gas
supply is available;
a
an
nd (3) capaciity made avaailable from Noncore EnndUse Custo
omers or otheer Backbonee Transportattion Service (BTS)
Customerss pursuant to
o voluntary ssupply arranggements. Diversions wiill
occur in th
he following order: a) Suupply schedduled to Nonncore End-Usse
Customerss under Interrruptible BT S will be divverted in ordder of
increasing
g transmissio
on contract pprice and on a pro rata baasis for all
volumes trransported under
u
the sam
me price. Hoowever, suppply under
scheduled deliveries frrom storage will be treatted as the higghest prioritty
Firm transsmission serv
vice; b) Suppply scheduled to Noncoore End-Use
Customerss under Firm
m BTS is diveerted on a prro rata basis; and c)
Scheduled
d deliveries from
f
storagee will be treaated as the hiighest prioritty
Firm BTS and will be diverted on a pro rata baasis. All Cuustomers whoo
use more gas
g during an
n involuntarry diversion than their poost-diverted
supply willl be assessed
d a $50.00 pper Decatherrm diversionn usage chargge,
in addition
n to the EFO
O noncompliaance charge.. Supply schheduled to
noncore End-Use Custtomers undeer Firm BTS whose gas ssupply is
involuntarrily diverted will receivee a $50.00 peer Decatherm
m diversion
credit. Su
upply schedu
uled to Noncoore End-Usee Customers under
Interruptib
ble BTS who
ose gas supp ly is involunntarily divertted will receeive
a diversion
n credit baseed on the currrent market price of the diverted
supply on the day it was
w diverted. The currentt market pricce will be
based on an
a average of the publishhed price datta from Natuural Gas
Intelligencce (NGI) and
d the InterCoontinental Exxchange (IC
CE) for the
applicablee SoCalGas system
s
receippt points, weeighted by thhe supply m
mix
of all gas received
r
at th
he applicablle system recceipt points for on-system
m
End-Use Customers
C
fo
or that day.

c.

SoCalGas Rule 23, Cu
urtailment N
Notification, w
will read as follows:
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The Utilityy shall submit an Advicee Letter to the Commissioon’s Energy
Division within
w
5 busin
ness days froom the concclusion of a nnonmaintenan
nce-related curtailment.
c
The filing sshall state the facts
underlying
g and the rea
asons for thee curtailmennt, shall demoonstrate that
the type off curtailmentt being declaared compliees with the U
Utility’s tariff
ffs,
and shall set
s forth effo
orts the Utiliity has takenn to minimizee or alleviatee
the curtaillment. The filing
f
shall bbe served by electronic m
mail or
overnight mail on affeected noncorre customerss and posted by the Utilitty
on its Elecctronic Bulleetin Board. T
The Utility sshall submit an advice
letter to th
he Commissio
on’s Energyy Division wiithin 5 businness days froom
the end off each calend
dar quarter pproviding thee same inforrmation for aall
maintenan
nce-related curtailments
c
over the repporting periood.
d.

Trading off curtailmentt requiremennts is limitedd to non-EG noncore andd
noncore co
ogeneration customers (tto include noon-dispatchaable electric
generation
n). SoCalGaas Rule 23 Seection C.2.(aa) will read aas follows:
Trades mu
ust be within the curtaileed Local Servvice Zone(s)).

e.

The follow
wing languag
ge SoCalGass and SDG&
&E proposed for inclusioon
in SoCalG
Gas Rule 23 Section
S
A annd SDG&E G
Gas Rule 144 Section A w
will
not be inclluded in the revised tarifffs:
The Utilityy has the autthority to tem
mporarily shhut off gas seervice withouut
liability to
o any custom
mer that fails to comply w
with a curtailment.

f.

SoCalGas and SDG&E
E will not teemporarily physically shut off gas
service to any customeer without fiirst notifyingg the custom
mer except in the
case of an emergency.

g.

SoCalGas Rule 30 Secction E.2 willl be maintaiined, except that the
b removed::
following phrase will be
…(except for
f the expreess provisionns of the Utiility’s Servicce Interruptioon
Credit as set
s forth in Rule
R No. 23)…

h.

SoCalGas Rule 23 Secction F, Systtem Maintennance and Reepair, will reead
as follows:
Provisionss related to system
s
mainttenance andd repair are sspecified in
Rule No. 30.
3

i.

The propo
osed SoCalG
Gas Rule 1 deefinition of ““Electric Griid Operatorss” is
revised to read as follo
ows:
G Operato
ors: Californnia Independdent System O
Operator
Electric Grid
(CAISO), Los
L Angeles Departmen t of Water aand Power (L
LADWP),
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Glendale Water
W
and Power
P
(GWP
P), Burbank Water and P
Power (BWP)
P),
and Imperrial Irrigatio
on District (II
IID).
j.

The curtailment violattion charge iis $5 per therrm, plus the daily balanccing
standby raate, applicablle throughouut the entire curtailment period.
Maximum
m allowed usaages are houurly figures, and hourly cconsumptionn is
compared to hourly maximum
m
alloowed usage w
when calcullating
curtailmen
nt violation charges.
c

k.

Curtailmen
nt noncomplliance chargge revenue iss allocated too the Noncorre
Fixed Cost Account (N
NFCA) at eaach respectivve utility andd revenue froom
the assessm
ment of G-IM
MB daily baalancing stanndby charge will be
allocated to
t the Purchaased Gas Acccount (PGA
A).

l.

SoCalGas and SDG&E
E will providde all officiaal curtailmennt instructionns
in writing via electron
nic mail, withh attempts too follow up bby a phone ccall.

m.

Notice forr maintenancce-related ouutages will bee a topic forr discussion aat
the upcom
ming Customer Forum onn June 2, 20116.

n.

Unless oth
herwise mod
dified by the Settlement, SoCalGas aand SDG&E’s
proposed tariff
t
modifications as prresented in tthe Testimonny and
Attachmen
nts to the Preepared Direcct Testimonyy of Mr. Tuaan Nguyen aand
Mr. Paul Borkovich
B
arre adopted. The attachedd redlined SoCalGas Ruule
1, Rule 23, and Rule 30
3 and SDG&
&E Gas Rulee 14 containn the
modificatiions agreed to
t by the Setttlement.
III.
ADDITIIONAL TER
RMS AND C
CONDITIO
ONS

A.

The
T Public Interest
The
T Settling Parties
P
agreee jointly by executing
e
annd submittingg this Settlem
ment that thee

relief req
quested hereiin is just, faiir and reason
nable, and inn the public iinterest.
B.

Non-Precede
N
ential Effectt
This
T Settlemeent is not intended by thee Settling Paarties to be pprecedent forr any future

proceedin
ng or any isssues not inclluded in the Settlement, including thhose identifieed in Sectionn
III.C of this Settlemeent. The Setttling Parties have assentted to the terrms of this S
Settlement onnly
for the pu
urpose of arrriving at the settlement embodied
e
in this Settlem
ment. Exceptt as expresslly
precluded
d in this Setttlement, each
h of the Setttling Parties expressly reeserves its rigght to advoccate,
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in curren
nt and future proceedingss, positions, principles, aassumptions,, arguments and
methodologies which
h may be diffferent than those
t
underlyying this Setttlement, andd the Settlinng
xpressly decclare that, as provided in Rule 12.5 oof the Comm
mission’s Rulles, this
Parties ex
Settlemen
nt should no
ot be consideered as a preccedent for orr against theem. Likewisse, the
Settlemen
nt explicitly does not esttablish any precedent
p
onn the litigatedd issues in thhe case.
C.

Partial
P
Settleement
This
T Settlemeent is a partiaal settlementt of issues. T
This Settlem
ment does noot include noor is

it intendeed to be preccedent for the daily balan
ncing propossal submittedd on March 1, 2016, by
SoCalGaas and SDG&
&E or related
d proposals from
f
other pparties. Thiss Settlement is not intendded
to resolvee issues not covered by the
t Settlemeent, or to preeclude any off the Settlingg Parties from
m
making any
a argumen
nts or taking any position
ns with respeect to such isssues.
D.

In
ndivisibility
y
This
T Settlemeent embodiess compromisses of the Seettling Partiees’ positions. No individdual

term of th
his Settlemeent is assenteed to by any of the Settlinng Parties, eexcept in connsideration oof
the otherr Settling Parrties’ assentss to all otherr terms. Thuus, the Settlem
ment is indivvisible and
each partt is interdepeendent on eaach and all otther parts. A
Any party may withdraw
w from this
Settlemen
nt if the Com
mmission mo
odifies, delettes from, or adds to the ddisposition oof the matterrs
stipulated
d herein. Th
he Settling Parties
P
agree,, however, too negotiate iin good faithh with regardd to
any Com
mmission-ord
dered changees to the Setttlement in orrder to restorre the balancce of benefitts
and burd
dens, and to exercise
e
the right to with
hdraw only i f such negottiations are uunsuccessfull.
The
T Settling Parties
P
ackno
owledge thaat the positions expressedd in the Settllement weree
reached after
a
consideeration of alll positions ad
dvanced in tthe prepared testimony oof SoCalGas,
SDG&E,, CAISO, SC
CE, SCGC, and
a the Indiccated Shippeers, as well aas proposals offered duriing
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the settlement negotiations. This document sets forth the entire agreement of the Settling
Parties on all of those issues, except as specifically described within the Settlement. The terms
and conditions of this Settlement may only be modified in writing subscribed by all Settling
Parties.
Dated this 28th day of April, 2016.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY and
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
/s/ Michael R. Thorp
MICHAEL R. THORP
Title: Chief Regulatory Counsel
By:

CALIFORNIA INDEPENDENT SYSTEM OPERATOR
/s/ Andrew Ulmer
ANDREW ULMER
Title: Director, Federal Regulatory Affairs
By:

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GENERATION
COALITION
/s/ Norman Pedersen
NORMAN PEDERSEN
Title: Counsel
By:

INDICATED SHIPPERS
/s/ Evelyn Kahl
EVELYN KAHL
Title: Counsel
By:

CALIFORNIA MANUFACTURERS & TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATION
/s/ Ronald Liebert
RONALD LIEBERT
Title: Counsel
By:
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
/s/ Colin Cushnie
COLIN CUSHNIE
Title: VP of Energy Procurement & Management
By:
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Attachment to the Settlement
Agreement
Proposed Tariff Modifications to
SoCalGas Rule 23, SoCalGas Rule 30,
SDG&E Rule 14, and SoCalGas Rule 1 Tariff Sheets
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

CANCELING

Revised
Revised

CAL. P.U.C. SHEET NO.
CAL. P.U.C. SHEET NO.

47351-G
45385-G

Rule No. 23
CONTINUITY OF SERVICE AND INTERRUPTION OF DELIVERY

Sheet 1

A. General
The Utility will exercise reasonable diligence and care to furnish and deliver service to its customers,
and to avoid any interruption of same. The Utility shall not be liable for damages or otherwise for any
failure to deliver gas or provide service to its customers, which failure in any way or manner results
from breakage of its facilities, however caused, war, riots, acts of God, strikes, failure of or
interruption in service, operating limitations or other conditions beyond its reasonable control. The
Utility has the authority to temporarily shut off gas service without liability to any customer that fails
to comply with a curtailment.
B. Priority of Service
In the event of a curtailment, as defined in Rule No. 1, the Utility shall curtail gas service to customers
as described in Section C, Curtailment of Service, herein. Customer usage will be assigned to
appropriate end-use priority or service classifications as set forth below.
Core Service
Priority 1

All residential usage regardless of size. All nonresidential usage less than 20,800
therms per active month*, excluding usage reclassified to noncore service pursuant to
customer request. All electric generation, refinery and enhanced oil recovery (EOR)
usage less than 20,800 therms per active month* electing core service.

Priority 2A

All nonresidential usage of 20,800 therms or greater per active month* eligible for
core service, not electing noncore service.

Noncore Service
Noncore Service includes: (1) commercial and industrial usage electing noncore service, (2) electric
generation, EOR, and refinery usage less than 20,800 therms per active month* electing noncore
service, and (3) all usage ineligible for core service, including (a) refinery and EOR usage of 20,800
therms or greater per active month* and (b) all electric generation usage from generators greater
than 1 megawatt (MW) system rated generating capacity, based on net continuous power output
with usage of 20,800 therms or greater per active month*.
T
Firm Service

All usage served through firm intrastate transmission service.

Interruptible Service

All usage served through interruptible intrastate transmission service.
Interutility deliveries shall be considered interruptible intrastate service.
____________________________
* A customer shall be considered to meet the size criteria of 20,800 therms or greater per active month when on an
annualized basis, for any period of 12 contiguous months within the most recent 24-month period, the
customer’s active month consumption averages 20,800 therms or greater. An active month is one in which
consumption exceeds 1,000 therms.

(Continued)
(TO BE INSERTED BY UTILITY)
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

CANCELING

Revised
Revised

CAL. P.U.C. SHEET NO.
CAL. P.U.C. SHEET NO.

47351-G
45385-G

Rule No. 23
CONTINUITY OF SERVICE AND INTERRUPTION OF DELIVERY

Sheet 1
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

CANCELING

Revised
Revised

CAL. P.U.C. SHEET NO.
CAL. P.U.C. SHEET NO.

47352-G
43367-G

Rule No. 23
CONTINUITY OF SERVICE AND INTERRUPTION OF DELIVERY

Sheet 2

(Continued)
B. Priority of Service (Continued)
Off-System Delivery Service
Firm Service

All transportation served through firm off-system delivery service.

Interruptible Service

All transportation served through interruptible off-system delivery
service.

N
|
|
|
N

C. Curtailment of Service
1. Effectuation of Curtailment
When in the judgment of the Utility, operating conditions require curtailment of service within one
or more Local Service Zones, as defined in Rule 1, or within a sub-zonal areaand/or the diversion of
customer-owned gas, such curtailment shall be effectuated in the order and manner described
below, unless otherwise specified in this rule. To the extent operationally feasible, if a capacity
constraint can be addressed by curtailing multiple zones while minimizing individual customer
impacts, Utility will curtail multiple zones or subsets thereof.
(1) In the event of a curtailment being called based on day-ahead forecasts of peak electric
generation load as described in C.1.(2), all dispatchable electric generation not currently
forecasted to be operating at the time the curtailment order is effective. In the event of a
curtailment being called based on real-time demand, allAll dispatchable electric generation
not operating when a curtailment order is issued.All Standby Procurement service.
(2) All Interruptible Off-system Delivery service. Customers will be curtailed on a pro rata basis
(by equal percentage) at an off-system delivery point. Up to 60% of dispatched electric
generation load during November through March and up to 40% of dispatched electric
generation load during April through October. To the extent operationally feasible, Utility
will attempt to base these curtailments on day-ahead forecasts of peak electric generation
loads provided by the relevant Electric Grid Operator(s) as defined in Rule 1. To the extent
operationally feasible, Utility will work with affected Electric Grid Operators on a best efforts
basis to reallocate the aggregate maximum allowed usage for the remaining dispatched
electric generation load within the affected Local Service Zone(s) among all of the
dispatchable electric generation facilities within the affected Local Service Zone(s) to
maintain grid reliability and prevent firm electric load shedding. Any such reallocation shall
be at the sole discretion of Utility, and the default in the absence of reallocation shall be pro
rata within each affected Local Service Zone. If the relevant Electric Grid Operator(s)
informs Utility that a proposed curtailment of dispatched electric generation load pursuant to
this section could adversely affect electric grid reliability or cause shedding firm electric
customer load, Utility may in its sole discretion reduce the proposed curtailment of
dispatched electric generation load pursuant to this section and move to the next curtailment
step.
(Continued)
(TO BE INSERTED BY UTILITY)
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

CANCELING

Revised
Revised

CAL. P.U.C. SHEET NO.
CAL. P.U.C. SHEET NO.

47352-G
43367-G

Rule No. 23
CONTINUITY OF SERVICE AND INTERRUPTION OF DELIVERY

Sheet 2

(Continued)
(3) Up to 100% of non-electric generation noncore and noncore cogeneration usage on a pro rata
basis, except for pre-established refinery minimum usage requirements. Electric generation
load that is not dispatchable by an electric grid operator and therefore not subject to
curtailment in step 2 will be considered non-electric generation noncore load for the purposes
of curtailment. Refineries, including cogeneration and ancillary facilities serving refineries,
will be permitted to establish, subject to Utility’s reasonable agreement, pre-established
minimum usage requirements that are not subject to curtailment in this step. Refinery
minimum usage requirements shall be established at the usage level required to safely operate
refinery processing units, to avoid material damage to operating equipment and to avoid
operational outages extending materially beyond the curtailment period and shall take into
account other relevant factors such as the length of notice provided by Utility. All Firm Offsystem Delivery service. Customers will be curtailed on a pro rata basis at an off-system
delivery point.
(4) a) Up to 100% of remaining refinery load not curtailed in step 3.
b) Up to 100% of remaining dispatched electric generation load not curtailed in step 2. To
the extent operationally feasible, Utility will work with the affected Electric Grid Operators
on a best efforts basis to reallocate the aggregate maximum allowed usage for any remaining
dispatched electrical generation load within the affected Local Service Zone(s) among all of
the dispatched electric generation facilities within the affected Local Service Zone(s) to
maintain grid reliability and prevent firm electric load shedding. Any such reallocation shall
be at the sole discretion of the Utility, and the default in the absence of reallocation shall be
pro rata within each affected Local Service Zone.All interruptible storage withdrawal service
or portions thereof according to the interruptible withdrawal reservation price paid with
customers paying the lowest price curtailed first and customers paying the highest price
curtailed last. Customers paying the same price will be curtailed on a pro rata basis with the
exception that all UEG service shall be curtailed before cogeneration service.
(5) All interruptible intrastate service according to the percentage of default rate paid, as defined
in Rule No. 1, with customers paying the lowest percentage of default curtailed first.
Customers paying the same percentage of default shall be curtailed on a pro rata basis with
the exception that all UEG service shall be curtailed before cogeneration service where such
service is at the same percentage of default.
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C. Curtailment of Service (Continued)
1. Effectuation of Curtailment (Continued)
(6) All firm intrastate service on a rotating basis as described in Section C.2 herein. During any
period of firm intrastate service curtailment, standby procurement service shall be made
available to core transportation customers. During such a curtailment period, however, core
transportation customers using standby procurement in excess of the 10% tolerance band
described in Schedule No. G-IMB shall pay the curtailment violation penalty described
herein.
(7) All firm unbundled storage withdrawal, equally with the Utility's core price function storage,
on a pro rata basis with the exception that all UEG service shall be curtailed before
cogeneration service.
(85) All Priority 2A service on a pro rata basis.
(96) All Priority 1 non-residential service on a pro rata basis.
(107) All Priority 1 residential service on a pro rata basis.
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2. Curtailment of Firm Intrastate Service
Firm intrastate service curtailment shall be effectuated by customer rotation. For determining the
order of such curtailment, customers shall be separated into two firm service curtailment lists. The
first list shall be for UEG and cogeneration customers and the second list shall be for all other firm
service customers. Each curtailment list shall be ordered by individual customer as described in
Section C.1. The order of customers for the two lists shall be established by lottery or other nondiscriminatory means prior to the implementation date of the CPUC's Capacity Brokering Rules.
The customer distribution for the two lists shall be maintained for the ten-year period beginning on
the date of such implementation. During the ten-year period, new customers to firm service shall be
randomly assigned a position on the appropriate list.
Once the order of the customers is established for each firm service curtailment list, the Utility shall
aggregate customers with peak-day usage under 20 MMcfd into "blocks" of approximately 20
MMcfd, to the extent possible. Such aggregation shall be accomplished in the order of the listed
customers for each list. Customers with peak-day usage of 20 MMcfd or more shall remain
separately listed and shall be considered as one curtailment block. In the event firm service
customers are added or deleted from the curtailment lists over the ten-year period, the Utility shall
adjust the aggregation of the customer blocks as necessary.
L
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(Continued)
C. Curtailment of Service (Continued)
2. Curtailment of Firm Intrastate Service (Continued)
In the event of a firm service curtailment, the Utility shall curtail, in unison, that number of
customer blocks necessary to provide for a sufficient level of curtailment. The customer blocks
curtailed shall be established by (1) selecting the first customer block from one firm service list, (2)
then selecting the first customer block from the other firm service list, and (3) continuing such
alternating selections down the two lists until that level of curtailment is reached that is
operationally necessary. At the conclusion of the curtailment of the initially curtailed customer
blocks, additional customer blocks shall be curtailed, if necessary, using the same alternating
method beginning with the customer block immediately following the last block selected. Once all
customers on a particular firm service list have been selected for curtailment, the alternating rotation
process for such list shall continue at the beginning of the list.
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In the event the curtailment of the last customer block selected would result in exceeding the level
of curtailment operationally necessary, then the customers within that block shall be selected for
curtailment based on the customer order within the block. Those customers not selected shall be
treated as a separate block in succeeding curtailment rotations. If the curtailment of an individual
customer would result in exceeding the level of curtailment necessary, then such customer shall be
curtailed only to the level of curtailment which is necessary. Such partial curtailment shall still
constitute an interruption for the purposes of the Service Interruption Credit.
For the UEG and cogeneration customer firm service list, UEG customers shall be listed before
cogeneration customers. For each curtailment episode, UEG customers must be curtailed at least
once using the alternating rotation process described above before beginning the curtailment order
of cogeneration customers.
23.

Transfers of Intrastate Curtailment

A customer that has a currently effective maximum allowed usage within a curtailed Local Service
Zone (Holder) may request to transfer all or a portion of its maximum allowed usage capacity
(Trade) to another noncore customer (Recipient) that desires the capacity for the same Local
Service Zone curtailment as designated in the Notice of Intrastate Curtailment Transfer (Form No.
6600) (Trading Agreement). The following process shall apply to all proposed trades of maximum
allowed usage capacity:
a.

Trades must be within the same curtailed Local Service Zone(s).

b.

Holder and Recipient shall submit to the Utility an original Trading Agreement
signed by Holder and Recipient.

c.

All Trade Requests must be approved by the Utility before the Trade may
commence.
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d.

Utility shall determine, in its sole discretion, whether the proposed Trade is
accepted or rejected based on operational feasibility and/or Recipient
creditworthiness as set forth in the Utility’s Rule 6.

e.

Holder and Recipient may trade only the capacity amounts during the operating
days or hours set forth in the Trading Agreement.

f.

As of the first Trading Day and throughout the period subject to the Trade, all of
Holder’s obligations with regard to the traded capacity shall become Recipient’s
sole responsibility. Holder’s maximum allowed usage will decrease and
Recipient’s maximum allowed usage will increase by the quantities set forth in the
Trading Agreement executed by the Utility.

g.

Trades are limited to Non-EG noncore and cogeneration customers.

Firm and interruptible intrastate customers may make arrangements among themselves to transfer
curtailment requirements in the event the Utility curtails service. Through such arrangements,
responsibility for the curtailment imposed by the Utility shall be transferred from the original
customer to be curtailed ("original curtailment assignee") to another customer or group of customers
("curtailment transferee") who would not otherwise be curtailed. All of the customers involved in
the curtailment transfer must execute and provide to the Utility a Notice of Intrastate Curtailment
Transfer (Form No. 6600).
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(Continued)
C. Curtailment of Service (Continued)
3. Transfers of Intrastate Curtailment (Continued)
In the event the Utility provides curtailment notification to the original curtailment assignee less
than 48 hours prior to initiation of the curtailment of such customer, the Utility must receive the
Notice of Intrastate Curtailment Transfer, executed by all customers involved in the transfer
arrangement, within 24 hours of the Utility's notification to the original curtailment assignee. In the
event the Utility provides more than 72 hours notice to the original curtailment assignee, the Utility
must receive the Transfer Notice, signed by all involved customers, no later than 48 hours prior to
the scheduled initiation of curtailment of the original curtailment assignee. In the event of a
curtailment, parties involved in a transfer of intrastate curtailment shall have their authorized
curtailment quantity (ACQ) adjusted to reflect the transfer. The original curtailment assignee shall
have its authorized curtailment quantity increased and the curtailment transferee shall have their
authorized curtailment quantity decreased. Any penalties and charges assessed to either the original
curtailment assignee or the curtailment transferee, due to either parties' failure to curtail, will be
based upon transfer-adjusted ACQ's for each party.
The Service Interruption Credit (SIC) shall not apply to curtailed or diverted quantities transferred
among customers and the original curtailment assignee shall be considered as having been curtailed
for the purposes of the firm intrastate curtailment rotation list described in Section C.2 herein.
For the purpose of facilitating transfers of intrastate curtailment, as described in Section C.3, the
Utility shall maintain a curtailment list by customer facility, as defined in Rule No. 1, for
interruptible and firm intrastate service with the exception that for UEG customers, the curtailment
order shall be listed by all service for an individual UEG customer for a particular level of service
(firm or interruptible) and by percentage of default for interruptible service. The Utility shall make
the curtailment list available to firm and interruptible end-use customers upon request.
34.

Operating Emergency Declared By A Customer

In the event of an operating emergency as declared by a customer at the customer's facility, service
may be made available out of the normal curtailment pattern order, if in the judgment of the Utility
it is possible to do so. To the extent operationally feasible, Utility will give preference to critical
customers as defined in Rule No. 1 and refinery minimum usage when they declare an operating
emergency.Out-of-pattern deliveries will be provided to critical customers, as defined in Rule No.
1, whenever they declare an operating emergency. In such an event, subsequent out-of-pattern
curtailment may be imposed on the customer in order to balance the amount of curtailment with
other customers at the same level on the curtailment order.
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(Continued)
C. Curtailment of Service (Continued)
5. Intrastate California-Produced Supply
Noncore transportation service for customer-owned, California-produced gas, excluding exchange
service and service at less than full tariff rates, shall be treated hereunder as firm intrastate
transmission service. Noncore transportation service for customer-owned, California-produced gas
under exchange agreements or at less than full tariff rates shall be treated hereunder as interruptible
intrastate service.
46.

Restoration of Service

When curtailment of service is to be decreased, restoration of service shall be made (a) in the same
manner as described in Section C.1, but inversely to the order given, and (b) to the level of service
which in the judgment of the Utility can be provided. However, the Utility reserves the right to
restore firm intrastate service in such order as it deems necessary irrespective of the curtailment
rotation listorder described in Section C.2 1 herein.
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D. Diversions of Customer-Owned Gas
In the event insufficient gas supply or capacity is available for the Utility to meet the requirements of
its customers, the Utility may effectuate involuntary and/or voluntary diversions of customer-owned
gas originally intended for the Utility's noncore customers. Such diversions shall be of the following
type: When operational conditions exist such that supply is insufficient to meet demand and deliveries
to Core End-Use Customers are threatened, and subject to the obligations of Core Procurement Groups
to utilize all available capacity associated with supply, SoCalGas may divert gas supply in its system
from Noncore End-Use Customers to Core End-Use Customers. Emergency Flow Order (EFO)
provisions will be deemed to apply under these conditions. (See Rule 30, Section G.2) If a Noncore
End-Use Customer’s supply is diverted, either involuntarily under this rule, or through a voluntary
arrangement with representatives of Core End-Use or Noncore End-Use Customers, that Customer
must stop or reduce its use of natural gas. In the event the Customer fails to stop or reduce its gas use,
that Customer must pay charges as provided below.
Prior to a diversion hereunder, SoCalGas’ Gas Acquisition department and Core Transport Agents, on
behalf of their Core End-Use Customers, will use:
(1) their own firm capacity, to the extent gas supply is available;Voluntary Diversion Agreements
(2) any As-Available capacity on the system at any receipt point to the extent gas supply is available;
and Voluntary Core Protection Purchase Agreements
(3) capacity made available from Noncore End-Use Customers or other Backbone Transportation
Service (BTS) Customers pursuant to voluntary supply arrangements.Involuntary Diversions
1. Involuntary DiversionsVoluntary Diversion Agreements
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(Continued)
SoCalGas may divert gas supplies from BTS Customers. Firm transportation to off-system is not
subject to diversion. Diversions will occur in the following order:
a. Supply scheduled to Noncore End-Use Customers under Interruptible BTS will be diverted in
order of increasing transmission contract price and on a pro rata basis for all volumes
transported under the same price. However, supply under scheduled deliveries from storage will
be treated as the highest priority Firm transmission service. (See D.1.c., below.)
b. Supply scheduled to Noncore End-Use Customers under Firm BTS is diverted on a pro rata
basis.
c. Scheduled deliveries from storage will be treated as the highest priority Firm BTS and will be
diverted on a pro rata basis.
In order to avoid or mitigate curtailment, the Utility may mutually agree with firm and/or interruptible
intrastate transmission customers to purchase their flowing gas deliveries. The price paid by Utility for
such diverted gas shall not exceed the price paid for gas that is involuntarily diverted as set forth in
Section D.3 herein.
In the event of such a voluntary diversion, the customer may make arrangements with another
customer or customers in order to transfer the responsibility for the diversion. Such arrangements
shall be subject to the same requirements as transfers of intrastate curtailment as set forth in Section
C.3 herein.
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D. Diversions of Customer-Owned Gas (Continued)
2. Involuntary Diversion Compliance and ChargesVoluntary Core Purchase Protection Agreements
All Customers who use more gas during an involuntary diversion than their post-diverted supply,
whether or not their gas is subject to an involuntary diversion, will be assessed involuntary
diversion charges. Those customers will be deemed to be receiving involuntarily diverted supply,
and therefore will be assessed a $50.00 per Decatherm diversion usage charge, in addition to the
EFO noncompliance charge.
Involuntary diversion compliance and charges will be based on the following:

T
T

a. For a Noncore End-Use Customer with automated meter reading (AMR) capability, compliance and
the calculation after the involuntary diversion event of any involuntary diversion charge will be
based on actual daily metered usage and the post-diverted supply. (Post-diverted supply is the
original scheduled supply less the diverted volumes.)
b. For a Noncore End-Use Customer without AMR capability (all or part non-AMR capability) at their
premises, compliance and the calculation after the involuntary diversion event of any
noncompliance charge will be based on actual usage and the post-diverted supply.
c. For a Core Procurement Group (CP Group), compliance and the calculation after the involuntary
diversion event of any involuntary diversion charge will be based on the latest available forecast
from the core load forecast model for the CP Group prior to the time the event is called, up to and
including a 5:00 p.m. Pacific Time Forecast, and the CP Group’s original supply before
involuntary diversion.
a. The Utility may also enter into Voluntary Core Protection Purchase Agreements (VCPPAs) with
firm and interruptible intrastate transmission customers as a source of supply for the Utility's core
requirements.
The price paid by the Utility for such VCPPA deliveries shall be determined through negotiation
with such customers and shall be subject to a ceiling price of 150% of the Adjusted Core
Procurement Rate, G-CPA, set forth in Schedule No. G-CP, in effect during the period of diversion.
The Utility shall divert customer-owned gas through VCPPAs on a least-cost basis, with least
expensive supplies being purchased first, to the extent operationally feasible.
As part of a VCPPA, the Utility and the customer may agree to allow the customer to arrange a
transfer of the responsibility for the diversion. In such event, the VCPPA shall specify the
conditions under which such a transfer would be allowed by the Utility.
3. Compensation for Involuntarily Diverted GasInvoluntary Diversions
Supply scheduled to Noncore End-Use Customers under Firm BTS whose gas supply is
involuntarily diverted will receive a $50.00 per Decatherm diversion credit. Supply scheduled to
Noncore End-Use Customers under Interruptible BTS whose gas supply is involuntarily diverted
will receive a diversion credit based on the current market price of the diverted supply on the day it
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was diverted. The current market price will be based on an average of the published price data from
Natural Gas Intelligence (NGI) and the InterContinental Exchange (ICE) for the applicable
SoCalGas system receipt points , weighted by the supply mix of all gas received at the applicable
system receipt points for on-system End-Use Customers for that day.
If no published daily price is reported on a given day, the prior published daily price from that
index service will continue to apply for that day. If an index service is no longer available,
SoCalGas reserves the right to choose another nationally recognized index to replace it.
To the extent that VCPPA, discussed above, are inadequate for the protection of core service, the Utility
shall be authorized to involuntarily divert gas supplies from firm noncore transmission customers.
The Utility shall notify the CPUC within one business day in the event of any involuntary diversion
of customer gas.
An involuntary diversion of customer-owned gas shall occur as a result of the Utility's curtailment
of the customer's service as described in Section C.
In the event customer-owned gas is involuntarily diverted as a consequence of curtailment, the
Utility will reimburse the customer at the higher of:
(1) the customer's cost of alternative fuel or replacement energy used during the diversion plus
associated transportation costs actually incurred by the customer;
(2) the customer's actual cost of gas (price as delivered to SoCalGas' intrastate system) diverted by
Utility; or
(3) 150% of the Utility's Adjusted Core Procurement Charge, G-CPA, set forth in Schedule No.
G-CP during the month in which the gas was diverted.
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D. Diversions of Customer-Owned Gas (Continued)
3. Involuntary Diversions (Continued)
The Utility shall have the right to audit the customer's alternate fuel or replacement energy cost, or
the customer's actual cost of gas. In the event of disagreement, these costs shall be determined by
binding third party arbitration.
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DE. Curtailment Due to Emergency Conditions
At a time when there is a threatened or actual shortage creating an emergency condition for a short
duration in the Utility's ability to meet the demands of Priority 1 and 2A customers, the Utility may,
during such emergency period, curtail and/or divert service of all customers, or a portion of such
customers, in the most reasonable and practicable manner possible. Further, in such event, the Utility
shall have the right to shut off, discontinue, re-establish, or continue service for all customers or a
portion of such customers, irrespective of the priority or preference provisions set forth herein or in the
tariff schedules, contracts, or rules and regulations applicable to such service. In such emergency
situations, curtailments shall generally be made based on the customer's level of demand and transfers
of curtailment responsibility, as provided for in Section C.23 herein, shall not be allowed.
The Utility may also, during any national crisis, give preference, as between all customers, to facilities
directly engaged in the production of food supplies and the production of national government
requirements, when the discontinuance of service to such customers would stop, or materially
diminish, the output of said plants.
EF.

Service to Unaffected Local Service Zones (formerly Localized Curtailment)

Curtailments may be effected in certain localized areas due to intrastate system capacity restrictions or
emergencies. In such cases, curtailments will generally be made based on the order established herein
to the extent it is operationally feasible to do so. In the event of a localized Local Service Zone
curtailment, customers in unconstrained areas unaffected Local Service Zones may receive service
while other customers of equal or higher priority are curtailed.
FG. System Maintenance and Repair
Provisions related to system maintenance and repair are specified in Rule No. 30.The Utility, shall
have the right, without liability, to interrupt the receipt or delivery of gas whenever it becomes
necessary to test, alter, modify, enlarge or repair any facility or property comprising the Utility’s
system or otherwise related to its operation. Except in cases of unforeseen emergency, the Utility shall
give a minimum of ten (10) days notice of such activity.whenever it finds necessary for the purpose of
making repairs or improvements to its system, will have the right to suspend temporarily the delivery
of gas, but, in all such cases, as reasonable notice thereof as circumstances will permit will be given to
customers, and the making of such repairs or improvements will be prosecuted as rapidly as may be
practicable, and, if practicable, at such times as will cause the least inconvenience to the customers.
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FG. System Maintenance and Repair (Continued)
In the event such interruption of service affects more than one customer, interruption of service shall
be made in the order established herein only to the extent it is operationally feasible to do so and
Utility and affected customers have not mutually agreed on a different order. For non-emergency
curtailments related to system maintenance and repair, prorationing in step 2 and step 4 will be based
on connected hourly capacity rather than dispatched load.Special conditions which apply to scheduled
maintenance for firm intrastate service are set forth in Section K herein.
H. Utility Electric Generation Service
The Utility shall accommodate, subject to the capability of its existing physical facilities and the
requirements of higher priority customers, requests by its retail and wholesale customers for
reallocation of deliveries for use in electric generating plants deviating from the normal pattern of
deliveries by the Utility (a) of an emergency nature to avoid actual electric load curtailment, and/or (b)
based on requirements to minimize particularly adverse air pollution impacts expected to be of short
duration. Such deviations in deliveries must be approved by the Utility and shall be in accordance
with the agreements between the Utility's retail and wholesale customers relating to such reallocations
and providing for compensation between such customers. In no event, however, will the Utility's total
deliveries for electric generation requirements imposed on the Utility exceed in the aggregate the
deliveries which would have been scheduled absent the reallocation agreements between Utility's
customers. Customers requesting the Utility to redirect deliveries hereunder shall notify the CPUC
promptly after each occurrence of the problem occasioning such request.
GI.

Wholesale Service

Wholesale customers will receive Priority 1 and 2A service from the Utility in proportion to such
customers' Priority 1 and 2A loads. Service to wholesale customers' loads shall be curtailed in the
same manner as that for the Utility's retail customers. Wholesale customers may, however, negotiate
with the Utility regarding the timing and extent of curtailments for their noncore loads with the
condition that such loads shall be subject to curtailments which are proportionate to the curtailment of
the Utility's noncore customers.
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HJ.

Curtailment Violations

T

The Utility shall read the meter of the curtailed customer atuse metered hourly and daily usage
recorded from the beginning and to the end of each curtailment period to calculate curtailment penalty
charges for the applicable service curtailed. For other than a customer operating emergency as set
forth in Section C.36, customers failing to curtail on request will be assessed a penalty of $15.00 per
therm plus the daily balancing standby rate defined in Schedule No. G-IMB for the initial 5 hours of
the Customer's operating day, $3.00 per therm for hours 6 through 8, and $10.00 per therm for hours 9
through the endduration of the curtailment episode. The penalty applies to all gas quantities
determined by the Utility to be in violation of curtailment. All other charges associated with such
usage will apply. Curtailment violations will be determined as follows:
1. System Curtailment
For the curtailment of interruptible or firm intrastatelocal service, customers whose hourly
consumption under their applicable service schedule exceeds their authorized curtailment
quantitymaximum allowed usage during the curtailment of such service will be in violation of
curtailment. The maximum allowed usage for dispatchable electric generation customers will be an
hourly usage figure, as specified by the Utility. The maximum allowed usage for non-electric
generation noncore and noncore cogeneration customers in step 3 will be equal to a percentage of
their Curtailment Baseline Quantity (CBQ) divided by 24 hours, as specified by the Utility. CBQs
will be established annually as a customer’s peak day consumption in summer (April through
October) and in winter (November through March) within the previous 24 months. In the event a
customer does not have 24 months of operating history or a customer has a material change in
operations, the customer’s CBQ may be estimated. Curtailment violation penalties will be applied
to all consumption that exceeds a customer’s maximum hourly allowed usage.
For curtailment of standby procurement service under Schedule No. G-IMB, customers whose
consumption under such schedule exceeds their actual transportation deliveries plus the ten percent
(10%) tolerance band will be in violation of curtailment. The Utility shall assess negative
imbalances incurred during the standby curtailment period separately from monthly imbalances
incurred outside such period. Negative imbalances determined to be in violation of curtailment
shall not be eligible for imbalance trading. Such negative imbalances will be charged at the
applicable standby procurement rate in addition to the curtailment violation penalty.
2. Localized Curtailment
For curtailment of interruptible or firm intrastate service, customers whose consumption under their
applicable service schedule exceeds their authorized curtailment quantity during the curtailment
period for such service will be in violation of curtailment. Standby procurement service shall not be
curtailed during a localized curtailment.
3. Authorized Curtailment Quantity
The authorized curtailment quantity used to determine a customer's compliance with curtailment
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shall be established on the basis of the monthly contract billing quantities set forth in the
customer's Master Services Contract, Schedule A, Intrastate Transmission Service (Form Nos.
6597 and 6597-1).
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HJ.

Curtailment Violations (Continued)

3. Authorized Curtailment Quantity (Continued)
The customer's total authorized curtailment quantity for the applicable period of curtailment shall be
equal to the sum of the authorized curtailment quantities for each of the customer's services which
are not subject to curtailment during such period. For each such service, the authorized curtailment
quantity shall be equal to the monthly contract quantity divided by the customer's actual number of
operating days for such service during the month in which the curtailment occurs, multiplied by the
customer's actual number of operating days during the curtailment period.
The customer's actual operating days for the month shall be determined based on the operating-day
information set forth in the customer's contract. For service designated as operating seven days per
week, the operating days shall be all calendar days in the month. For service designated as less than
seven operating days per week, the operating days shall be all designated days in the month
excluding national holidays. Customers with non-uniform operating schedules for any particular
month shall be required to designate in the contract the actual operating-day schedule for such
months. The customer may request a change to the operating schedule on a month-to-month basis.
All operating schedules shall be subject to the Utility's acceptance and the Utility may adjust such
schedules as it deems necessary based on the customer's operations.
K. Service Interruption Credit
A qualifying service interruption of firm intrastate transmission service is defined as any curtailment
which is not (1) the result of either force majeure or scheduled maintenance, as described below, (2) a
curtailment of Standby Procurement service, or (3) a curtailment of firm off-system delivery service.
If a firm intrastate transmission customer experiences more than one qualifying interruption during the
ten-year period beginning on the implementation date of the CPUC's Capacity Brokering Rules, the
Utility shall provide such customer with a Service Interruption Credit (SIC) of $0.25 per therm of gas
curtailed or diverted.
For the customer's first qualifying interruption during the ten-year period, the SIC shall only apply to
the volume of curtailed or diverted gas over and above 72 consecutive hours of full curtailment or the
volumetric equivalent thereof during a five day period. For subsequent qualifying interruptions during
this period, the SIC shall apply to all of the customer's curtailed or diverted volumes resulting from the
subsequent interruptions regardless of the duration or extent of the customer's initial interruption.
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K. Service Interruption Credit (Continued)
The maximum aggregate SIC obligation of the Utility in any calendar year shall be $5 million. To the
extent such maximum aggregate obligation would be exceeded, the Utility shall provide the SIC on a
pro rata basis to all applicable customers for the calendar year. Utility shall make payment of the SIC
at the end of the applicable calendar year.
1. Force Majeure
For the purpose of SIC applicability, force majeure shall be defined as the occurrence of unforeseen
events or conditions, not resulting from a negligent act or omission on the part of the Utility, that
are beyond its reasonable control and that could not have been prevented by the exercise of due
diligence on its part. The Utility shall use all reasonable efforts to remedy such events or conditions
and to remove the cause of same in an adequate manner and with reasonable dispatch. The
occurrence of high demand for gas service due to weather conditions shall not constitute a force
majeure event.
2. Scheduled Maintenance
For the purpose of SIC applicability, scheduled maintenance shall be considered the interruption of
transmission service to the customer resulting from maintenance of the Utility's facilities which are
directly relevant to providing such service to the customer's facilities when the customer has been
given at least thirty (30) calendar days prior written notice of the scheduled date of the maintenance
and service interruption.
The Utility shall take all reasonable steps to minimize the duration of such scheduled maintenance
interruptions and to reroute the flow of natural gas to eliminate any service interruptions that would
otherwise occur due to such maintenance.
The Utility shall consult with the customer in scheduling any such maintenance interruptions and
shall use reasonable efforts to schedule such maintenance to accommodate the customer's operating
needs and to continue same only for such time as is necessary, including any agreed upon
adjustments to the scheduled date for maintenance as reasonably necessary in light of unforeseen
occurrences affecting the customer and/or the Utility.
L. Curtailment Notification
The Utility shall submit an Advice Letter to the Commission’s Energy Division within five business
days24 hours of an announcement from the conclusion of a non-maintenance-related curtailment. The
filing shall state the facts underlying and the reasons for the curtailment, shall demonstrate that the
type of curtailment being declared complies with the Utility’s tariffs, and shall set forth efforts the
Utility has taken to minimize or alleviate the curtailment. The filing shall be served by electronic mail
or overnight mail on affected noncore customers and posted by the Utility on its Electronic Bulletin
Board. The Utility shall submit an advice letter to the Commission’s Energy Division within five
business days from the end of each calendar quarter providing the same information for all
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maintenance-related curtailments over the reporting period.
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D. Operational Requirements (Continued)
5. Off-System Delivery (OSD) Services

T

For each flow date, the Utility will determine the quantity of capacity available for off-system
deliveries. The quantity will include that available via physical redelivery from the Utility system
along with displacement of forward haul flowing supplies. For each nomination cycle, the Utility
customers who have contracted with the Utility for off-system delivery service may submit a
nomination for such service pursuant to Schedule No. G-OSD and Section D.6. “Nominations”
below, for deliveries to the PG&E system and to the Utility Transmission system’s interconnection
points with all interstate and international pipelines, but excluding California-produced gas supply
lines.

N
|
|
N

The following rules will be used in scheduling of Off-System Delivery Services:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Nominations using Firm OSD rights will have first priority; pro-rated if over-nominated.
Nominations using Interruptible OSD rights will have second priority; pro-rated if overnominated.
Firm OSD rights can “bump” Interruptible OSD scheduled quantities through the Intraday 1
Cycle, subject to the NAESB elapsed pro rata rules.
Bumping of Interruptible OSD rights by Firm OSD rights will not be allowed in the
Intraday 2 Cycle.
Both Firm and Interruptible OSD rights, at any Delivery Point, can be curtailed/reduced in
any cycle, including during curtailment events, (subject to the NAESB elapsed pro rata
rules) if, in the sole judgment of the Utility, the discontinuation or reductionprovision of
OSD service at that Delivery Point would result in diminish the need for the Utility having
to bring additional gas into the Utility’s system at an additional cost or reduce the level of
curtailment to any Utility customer.
Curtailment/rReduction of Interruptible OSD nominations at any Delivery Point will be
prorated at that particular Delivery Point.
Curtailment/rReduction of Firm OSD nominations at any Delivery Point will be prorated at
that particular Delivery Point.
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E. Interruption of Service
1. The customer's transportation service priority shall be established in accordance with the definitions
of Core and Noncore service, as set forth in Rule No. 1, and the provisions of Rule No. 23,
Continuity of Service and Interruption of Delivery. If the customer's gas use is classified in more
than one service priority, it is the customer's responsibility to inform the Utility of such priorities
applicable to the customer's service. Once established, such priorities cannot be changed during a
curtailment period.
2. The Utility shall have the right, without liability (except for the express provisions of the Utility's
Service Interruption Credit as set forth in Rule No. 23), to interrupt the acceptance or redelivery of
gas whenever it becomes necessary to test, alter, modify, enlarge or repair any facility or property
comprising the Utility's system or otherwise related to its operation. When doing so, the Utility will
try to cause a minimum of inconvenience to the customer. Except in cases of unforeseen emergency,
the Utility shall give a minimum of ten (10) days advance written notice of such activity.
F. Nominations in Excess of System Capacity
1. The Utility System Operator’s protocol for declaring an Operational Flow Order (OFO) is described
in Rule No. 41. Any OFO shall apply to all customers, including wholesale customers and the Utility
Gas Procurement Department.
2. The OFO period shall begin on the flow date(s) indicated by the Utility Gas Control Department.
Customers shall be allowed to reduce their nominations or adjust their supply ranking in response to
the OFO.
3. In the event customers fail to adequately reduce their transportation nominations, the Utility shall
reduce the confirmed receipt point access nominations as defined in Section D.
4. In accordance with the provisions of Schedule No. G-IMB, Buy-Back service shall be applied
separately to each OFO day. Customer meters subject to maximum daily quantity limitations will
use the maximum daily quantity as a proxy for daily usage. For the Utility Gas Procurement
Department, the Daily Forecast Quantity will be used as a proxy for daily usage. For core
aggregators, their Daily Contract Quantity will be used as a proxy for daily usage.
5. A California Producer, with an effective California Producer Operational Balancing Agreement,
Form 6452, will be subject to Schedule No. G-IMB Buy-Back service during excess nominations
days (i.e., OFO days). For each OFO day, the Utility shall cash out, at the Retail Buy-Back Rate as
described in Schedule No. G-IMB, all of an individual California Producer’s actual deliveries that are
in excess of 110% of that particular California Producer’s scheduled quantities for that OFO day.
The OFO day imbalance of a California Producer with an existing access agreement will be treated
consistent with the terms of that access agreement.
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RULE 14
SHORTAGE OF GAS SUPPLY, INTERRUPTION OF DELIVERY,
AND PRIORITY OF SERVICE
A.

Service Conditions
The utility will use reasonable diligence and care to avoid any shortage or interruption of gas supply.
The utility shall not be liable in damages or otherwise for any failure to deliver gas to the customer,
which failure in any way or manner results from breakage of its facilities, however caused, war, riots,
acts of God, strikes, failure of, or interruption in, gas supply, mandatory or voluntary curtailments
ordered by the Public Utilities Commission, or other conditions beyond its reasonable control. The
Utility has the authority to temporarily shut off gas service without liability to any customer that fails to
comply with a curtailment.

B.

Temporary Suspension of Service
Whenever necessary for making repairs or improvements to its system, the utility may temporarily
suspend the delivery of gas. In all such cases, the utility will provide as much notice as
circumstances reasonably permit. Repairs or improvements will be carried out as rapidly as may be
practicable, and, if practicable, at such times as will cause the least inconvenience to the customers.

C.

Service Level and Priority of Service
Noncore customers must choose an appropriate Gas Transportation Service Level. Customers that
do not choose an appropriate service level will be assigned to the lowest noncore service level and
end-use priority classification for curtailment purposes. Customer denial of the utility's right of ingress
and egress for the purpose of priority assignment will result in the customer being assigned to the
lowest applicable priority. Where customers have more than one priority of service, those uses in a
lower priority not exceeding 25 Mcf per day on a peak-day, may be placed in the customer's next
higher priority.

D.

Curtailment Assignments
Curtailment shall be first made in the lowest priority group. Priority groups may be subdivided for
curtailment purposes and, to the extent practical, curtailment shall be equalized among customers in
each group by rotating curtailment among the subdivisions of the group. Curtailments which exceed
the total volume of gas used by all customers in the lowest priority group shall, in the same manner,
be affected successively in the higher priority groups. Restoration of curtailed service shall be made
in the same manner, but inversely as to priority groups.

E.

Changes in Curtailment Assignments
System curtailments shall be based first on transportation service levels. In the event a significant
change is determined in a customer's requirements or equipment, resulting in a need for
reclassification to another priority, such change shall be made in the billing month following such
identification of the change.

CF.

Restoration of Service
Restoration of service will be made starting with the highest priority block, and proceeding through
each succeeding priority level.
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RULE 14
SHORTAGE OF GAS SUPPLY, INTERRUPTION OF DELIVERY,
AND PRIORITY OF SERVICE
CF.

Restoration of Service (Continued)
Where curtailment takes place on a partial basis for a given priority block, the utility will attempt, at
the earliest time practical, to balance the amount of curtailment for customers in any given
curtailment block.
When curtailment of service is to be decreased, restoration of service shall be made (a) in the same
manner as described in Section H but inversely to the order given, and (b) to the level of service
which in the judgment of the Utility can be provided. However, the Utility reserves the right to restore
service in such order as it deems necessary irrespective of the curtailment order described in
Section H herein.

DG.

Operating Emergency
In the event a customer declares an operating emergency, service may be made available out of the
normal curtailment pattern, if in the judgment of the utility it is possible to do so. To the extent
operationally feasible, Utility will give preference to critical customers as defined in Rule 1 when they
declare an operating emergency.Out of pattern deliveries will be provided to Critical Customers
whenever they declare an operating emergency. Subsequent out of pattern curtailment will be
imposed on such customers in order to balance the amount of curtailment with other customers
served at the same priority.

H.

Electric Generation Service
Subject to the capability of the utility's physical facilities, and the requirements of higher priority
customers, dispatching arrangements will be made based on requirements to minimize particularly
adverse air pollution impacts.

EI.

Gas Transportation Service Levels
The utility shall offer the following levels of gas transportation service, and the service levels listed
below shall serve as a basis for gas curtailment:
1.

2.

Core Service
Firm Inter- & Intrastate Transportation Service.
Gas Purchased from the utility.
Optional Intrastate Transportation-Only Service.
Curtailment based on end-use priorities.
Includes all P-1 and P-2A end-use priorities.

T
D

Firm Noncore Service 1/
Firm Intrastate Transportation Service.
Two-Year Contract Term.
Use-or-Pay Obligations & Charges.

_________________________
1/
Customers electing noncore service must have Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) equipment installed
at customer’s expense as a condition of noncore service.
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RULE 14
SHORTAGE OF GAS SUPPLY, INTERRUPTION OF DELIVERY,
AND PRIORITY OF SERVICE
EI.

Gas Transportation Service Levels (Continued)
3.

Interruptible Noncore Service 1/
Interruptible IntrastateLocal Transportation Service.
Minimum One-Month Contract Term.
No Use-or-Pay Obligations or Charges.

Gas curtailment among the service levels shall be made in reverse order with interruptible noncore
transportation volumes curtailed first followed by firm noncore transportation volumes, including core
subscription, with core service volumes curtailed last. Gas curtailment within each service level is
described in Section HN. hereunder.
In order to notify noncore customers of gas curtailments, the customer must provide and maintain
accurate primary and alternate day/night contact phone numbers and contact names who will be
responsible for responding to the utility's notice to curtail gas services. The inability of the utility to
notify a noncore gas customer of curtailment due to having out-dated and/or incorrect phone
numbers and contact names, will result in the customer being changed to core status for the next
12-month period.
FJ.

End-Use Priority Classification
In the event of a curtailment within the core service, the utility will curtail gas supplies in the reverse
order of the assigned end-use priorities described below:
Priority

Description

P-1

All residential use regardless of size.
All non-residential use through a single meter that is equal to or less than 20,800
therms.

P-2A

Non-residential use through a single meter that is greater than an annual monthly
average of 20,800 therms, where the customer has made a minimum two-year
election to receive core reliability service.
Electric generation start-up and igniter fuel.

D

__________________
1/
See footnote sheet 2
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RULE 14
SHORTAGE OF GAS SUPPLY, INTERRUPTION OF DELIVERY,
AND PRIORITY OF SERVICE
GK.

Delivery Point Curtailment
Delivery of natural gas may be interrupted in the event of projected or actual capacity constraints or
projected or actual supply shortages at system delivery points .

L.

1.

Local System Constraint
In the event of a localized curtailment, customers in the unconstrained areas may continue
to receive service while customers that are equal or higher in the curtailment order are
curtailed in the constrained area.

2.

SDG&E System Constraint
In the event projected or actual system wide operating constraints exist, SDG&E will
schedule deliveries, to the extent feasible in accordance with the curtailment order listed
under Section N.

Backbone Transportation Constraint

T

The provisions in this section apply to all end use customers in SDG&E's service territory and their
designated agents.
1.

Curtailment Because of Incompatibility of Gas
SDG&E has the right to maintain the gas in its system at the necessary level of quality.
SDG&E has the right to refuse in part or in total the delivery of gas into its system that is not
of the quality required for service to SDG&E's customers. SDG&E shall be the sole judge of
the ability of its system to accept any gas and of the need for allocation of service because
of incompatibility. (See Rule 30).

2.

Option to Purchase SDG&E Gas
To the extent practicable, the Utility System Operator may offer standby service at the
appropriate charges. If standby service is not available during a curtailment period and the
customer continues to use gas that usage will be subject to the corresponding curtailment
charge. (See Rule 30).

HM.

Gas Curtailment of Serviceand Constraints
Gas Curtailment or constraints occur whenever the utility declares a gas shortage. A gas
shortage exists when, in the utility’s judgment:
(a)

There is a deficiency of gas supplies available to meet customer requirements; or

(b)

There is a restriction or limitation on transmission or distribution pipelines necessary
for the acceptance, transmission or subsequent redelivery of gas.
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HM.

Gas Curtailment of Serviceand Constraints (Continued)

T

1.
When in the judgment of the Utility, operating conditions require curtailment of service, such
curtailment shall be effectuated in the order and manner described below, unless otherwise specified
in this rule.
(1)
In the event of a curtailment being called based on day-ahead forecasts of
peak electric generation load as described in H.1.(2), all dispatchable electric generation not
currently forecasted to be operating at the time the curtailment order is effective. In the event of a
curtailment being called based on real-time demand, allAll dispatchable electric generation not
operating when a curtailment order is issued.
(2)
Up to 60% of dispatched electric generation load during November through
March and up to 40% of dispatched electric generation load during April through October. To the
extent operationally feasible, Utility will attempt to base these curtailments on day-ahead forecasts of
peak electric generation loads provided by the relevant electric grid operator(s). To the extent
operationally feasible, Utility will work with affected grid operators on a best efforts basis to reallocate
the aggregate maximum allowed usage for the remaining dispatched electric generation load among
all of the dispatchable electric generation facilities to maintain grid reliability and prevent firm electric
load shedding. Any such reallocation shall be at the sole discretion of the Utility, and the default in
the absence of reallocation shall be pro rata. If the relevant electric grid operator(s) informs Utility
that a proposed curtailment of dispatched electric generation load pursuant to this section could
adversely affect electric grid reliability or cause shedding firm electric customer load, Utility may in its
sole discretion reduce the proposed curtailment of dispatched electric generation load pursuant to
this section and move to the next curtailment step.

L

(3)
Up to 100% of non-electric generation noncore and noncore cogeneration
usage on a pro rata basis. Electric generation load that is not dispatchable by an electric grid
operator and therefore not subject to curtailment in step 2 will be considered non-electric generation
noncore load for the purposes of curtailment.
(4)
Up to 100% of remaining dispatched electric generation load not curtailed in
step 2. To the extent operationally feasible, Utility will work with the affected grid operators on a best
efforts basis to reallocate the aggregate maximum allowed usage for any remaining dispatched
electrical generation load among all of the dispatched electric generation facilities to maintain grid
reliability and prevent firm electric load shedding. Any such reallocation shall be at the sole
discretion of the Utility, and the default in the absence of reallocation shall be pro rata.
L
5)

All Priority 2A service on a pro rata basis.

(6)

All Priority 1 non-residential service on a pro rata basis.

(7)

All Priority 1 residential service on a pro rata basis.

Delivery Point Curtailments
When in the judgment of the utility, based upon expected gas requirements compared with
available system supply and capacity, operating conditions require the curtailment of service,
curtailment shall be made as necessary:
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Local System Constraint
(1)

All standby procurement service, or portions
thereof, serving:
i.
Interruptible noncore transportation customers;
ii.
Followed by firm noncore transportation
customers.

(2)

Interruptible Noncore Transportation Service

(3)

i.

Curtail gas according to the percent of the default transportation
rate paid for interruptible intrastate services, with customers paying
the lowest percentage to be curtailed first and customers paying the
highest percentage to be curtailed last.

ii.

For customers who are paying the same percentage of default
transportation rate, curtail gas on a pro rata basis (equal
percentage), with actual curtailments to EG to be curtailed before
cogeneration volumes in each curtailment episode.

Firm Intrastate Noncore Transportation Service
Curtail gas on a pro rata basis (equal percentage) with EG volumes
curtailed before cogeneration volumes in each curtailment episode.

(4)

Upon declaration of a supply emergency by the CPUC, curtail all gas
volumes serving core customers in the following manner:
i.
ii.
iii.
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SHORTAGE OF GAS SUPPLY, INTERRUPTION OF DELIVERY,
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M.

T

Gas Curtailment and Constraints (Continued)
1.

Delivery Point Curtailments (Continued)
b.

SDG&E System Constraints
(1)

All standby procurement service, or portions thereof, serving:
I.
Interruptible noncore transportation customers;
ii.
Followed by firm noncore transportation customers.

(2)

Interruptible Noncore Transportation Service

(3)

Decision No.

Curtail gas according to the percent of the default transportation
rate paid for interruptible intrastate services, with customers paying
the lowest percentage to be curtailed first and customers paying the
highest percentage to be curtailed last.

ii.

For customers who are paying the same percentage of default
transportation rate, curtail gas on a pro rata basis (equal
percentage), with EG curtailed before cogeneration volumes in each
curtailment episode.

Firm Noncore Transportation Service

1745-G
D.07-12-019

L

i.

Service shall first be interrupted to EG customers other than
cogeneration customers. SDG&E shall administer the interruption
of service to EG customers other than cogeneration customers on a
two-step pro rata basis.

ii.

In Step 1, SDG&E shall allocate the interruption based upon either:
(a) the awarded Firm Noncore Monthly Contract Quantity (MCQ)
divided by operating days, divided by 24 hours; or (b) the awarded
Hourly Contract Quantity (HCQ) for the specific hour, whichever is
applicable.
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M.

T

Gas Curtailment and Constraints (Continued)
1.

Delivery Point Curtailments (Continued)
b.

SDG&E System Constraints (Continued)
(3)

Firm Noncore Transportation Service (Continued)
iii.

In Step 2, if any EG customer has been called upon by the
California Independent System Operator (ISO) to generate pursuant
to its reliability must run (RMR) contract with the ISO, and the EG is
unable to satisfy its RMR contract using the natural gas made
available to it in Step 1, and the EG notifies the utility of both these
facts, the utility shall make an additional quantity of natural gas
available to that customer such that the total of the Step 1 allocation
and the Step 2 allocation are sufficient to allow the customer to
satisfy its RMR commitments using only natural gas. A Step 2
allocation shall result in an additional pro rata interruption, in
accordance with the Step 1 allocation percentages, of all other EG
customers that either (a) are not generating to satisfy RMR
contracts at that time, or (b) whose Step 1 allocation provides them
with more natural gas than they require to satisfy their RMR
contracts. The Step 2 allocation of additional interruption to an EG
customer who has been called upon by the ISO to generate
pursuant to its RMR contract and has notified the utility of this fact
will be limited to the amount of natural gas not needed by such
customer to satisfy its RMR contract. Any additional interruption
which would have been allocated to such a customer pursuant to
Step 2 will be reallocated on a pro rata basis to the other EG
customers who are subject to the initial Step 2 allocation.
Should an EG customer have a source of gas other than the utility, it
must notify the utility of the quantity of gas it is receiving from the
alternate source. For all such customers, the utility will assume that
their RMR contracts are served by all sources of natural gas in the
same percentage as the source bears to the total supply of natural
gas available to the customer on the day of the system interruption.
Gas from a source other than the utility will not otherwise be
considered in either a Step 1 or Step 2 allocation.
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SHORTAGE OF GAS SUPPLY, INTERRUPTION OF DELIVERY,
AND PRIORITY OF SERVICE
M.

Gas Curtailment and Constraints (Continued)
1.

Delivery Point Curtailments (Continued)
b.

SDG&E System Constraints (Continued)
(3)

Decision No.

Firm Noncore Transportation Service (Continued)
iv.

The utility shall be entitled to rely upon information from its EG
customers regarding their individual RMR contract requirements, the
calls made on them by ISO to generate pursuant to their RMR
contracts, natural gas supplies from sources other than the utility,
and plant outages (Customer Information). The Commission shall
have the right to audit EG customers for the limited purpose of
determining the accuracy of any Customer Information provided by
EG customers to SDG&E. In the event that the Commission
determines that any Customer Information provided by an EG
customer to the utility is inaccurate, and the customer experienced
less of an interruption than it would if it had provided accurate
information to the utility, the decrease in interruption experienced by
the customer as a result of the inaccurate information shall be
subject to the charges prescribed in Section N.4 of this Rule.

v.

Interruption of service to all cogeneration customers and non-EG
customers shall be done on a rotating block basis. For determining
the order of customer rotations, customers shall be divided into two
curtailment lists:
-

The first list shall consist of cogeneration customers.

-

The second list shall consist of all firm service non-EG
noncore customers.

vi.

Each curtailment list shall be ordered by individual customer with
the order of customers for each list established by lottery or other
non-discriminatory means. New customers to firm service shall be
randomly assigned a position on the appropriate list.

vii.

Once the order of customers is established for each list, the utility
may aggregate the listed customers into blocks where operationally
feasible. In the event firm service customers are added or deleted
from the curtailment lists, the utility shall adjust the aggregation of
the customer blocks as necessary.
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RULE 14
SHORTAGE OF GAS SUPPLY, INTERRUPTION OF DELIVERY,
AND PRIORITY OF SERVICE
M.

Gas Curtailment and Constraints (Continued)
1.

T

Delivery Point Curtailments (Continued)
b.

SDG&E System Constraints (Continued)
(3)

Firm Noncore Transportation Service (Continued)
viii.

In the event of a firm service curtailment, the utility shall curtail, in
unison, that number of customer blocks, or a portion thereof,
necessary to maintain service to higher priority customers. The
customer blocks curtailed shall be established by:
-

Selecting the first customer block from one curtailment list;
then

-

Selecting the first customer block from the other curtailment
list.

-

Continuing such alternating selections down the two
curtailment lists until the required level of curtailment is
reached.

For subsequent curtailment episodes, once customers on both lists
have been selected for curtailment, the alternating rotations process
shall continue at the beginning of the curtailment lists.
ix.

In the event the curtailment of the last customer block selected
would result in exceeding the necessary level of curtailment, then
the customers within that block shall be selected for curtailment
based on the customer order within the block.

x.

Those customers not selected for curtailment shall be treated as a
separate block in succeeding curtailment rotations. If the curtailment
of an individual customer would result in exceeding the level of
curtailment necessary, then such customer shall be curtailed only to
the level of curtailment which is necessary.
The utility will make every endeavor to curtail firm service to
noncore customers in the manner specified above.

(4)

Upon declaration of a supply emergency by the CPUC, curtail all gas
volumes serving core customers in the following manner:
i.
ii.
iii.
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SHORTAGE OF GAS SUPPLY, INTERRUPTION OF DELIVERY,
AND PRIORITY OF SERVICE
HM.

Gas Curtailment of Serviceand Constraints (Continued)

T L

2.

T

Curtailment Charges
Noncore customers who fail to curtail when ordered by the utility, shall be subject to a $5 per
therm plus the daily balancing standby rate defined in Schedule G-IMB curtailment charge
for each therm consumed including pilot light gas, during the curtailment period, in addition
to the charges under the customer's applicable rate schedule. The curtailment charge shall
apply hourly for any hourly volumes that exceed those authorized during a curtailment and
shall consist of the following charges:. The maximum allowed usage for dispatchable electric
generation customers will be an hourly usage figure, as specified by the Utility. The
authorized usage for non-electric generation noncore and noncore cogeneration customers
in step 3 will be equal to a percentage of their Curtailment Baseline Quantity (CBQ) divided
by 24 hours, as specified by the Utility. CBQs will be established annually as a customer’s
peak day consumption in summer (April through October) and in winter (November through
March) within the previous 24 months. In the event a customer does not have 24 months of
operating history or a customer has a material change in operations, the customer’s CBQ
may be estimated. Curtailment violation penalties will be applied to all consumption that
exceeds a customer’s maximum hourly allowed usage.
1.
2.
3.

3.

T

$1 per therm for the first five hours,
$3 per therm for the next three hours,
$10 per therm for the remaining curtailment period.

Curtailment of Customer-Owned Gas

T

If self-procuring ("customer-owned") customer's service has been curtailed and the customer
continues to deliver gas into the utility's system, the utility may, at its option:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Refuse to confirm the customer's gas nomination; or
Accept the customer's gas nomination and credit the gas to the customers
imbalance account.
Confiscate the customer's gas.

Diversion of Customer-Owned Gas
In the event that there is insufficient supply or capacity to serve P-1 and P-2A customers, the
utility may divert customer-owned gas from noncore customers.
The diversion of customer-owned gas to serve core customers may be either voluntary or
involuntary. Voluntary diversions of gas shall be performed before any involuntary diversions
to protect core customers. The utility shall notify the Commission within one business day
following the initiation of any involuntary diversion.
a.

Under a voluntary diversion of gas, the utility may offer to purchase the flowing
supplies of noncore shippers to maintain service to higher priority core and noncore
customers. The price paid by the utility for voluntarily diverted interruptible supplies
shall not exceed the price paid for involuntarily diverted gas supplies.
Gas that is made available to the utility through voluntary core protection
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arrangements shall be purchased on a least-cost basis, with least expensive
supplies being purchased first, to the extent operationally feasible. The price paid by
the utility for voluntary core protection gas shall be determined through negotiation
with the customer, subject to a price ceiling of 150% of the utility's monthly weighted
average cost of gas (WACOG).
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HM.

Gas Curtailment of Serviceand Constraints (Continued)

T L

4.

T

Diversion of Customer-Owned Gas (Continued)
b.

Under an involuntary diversion of gas, the utility may divert either interruptible or firm
customer-owned gas to serve core customers. The utility will pay the customer for
volumes involuntarily diverted the higher of:
(1)

The cost of alternate fuel or replacement energy used by the customer
during the diversion, plus associated transportation costs actually incurred
by the customer; or

(2)

150% of the utility's WACOG for the month in which the curtailment
occurred; or

(3)

The customer's actual cost of gas.

The compensation paid for involuntary diverted gas as described above shall be
presumed reasonable in CPUC proceedings, provided that the diversion is deemed
a prudent utility action. The utility has the right to audit the customer's alternate fuel
or replacement energy costs, the customer's actually incurred transportation costs,
or the customer's actually incurred cost of gas. In the event of a disagreement, these
costs shall be determined by binding third party arbitration.
45.

Curtailment Trading Negotiation of Curtailment and Diversion Order

T

An SDG&E customer that has a currently effective maximum allowed usage (Holder) may
request to transfer all or a portion of its maximum allowed usage capacity (Trade) to another
SDG&E noncore customer (Recipient) that desires the capacity for the same curtailment as
designated in the Curtailment Trading Agreement (Form 142-2010) (Trading Agreement).
The following process shall apply to all proposed trades of maximum allowed usage
capacity:
a.

Holder and Recipient shall submit to the Utility an original Trading Agreement signed
by Holder and Recipient.

b.

All Trade Requests must be approved by the Utility before the Trade may
commence.

c.

Utility shall determine, in its sole discretion, whether the proposed Trade is accepted
or rejected based on operational feasibility and/or Recipient creditworthiness as set
forth in the Utility’s Rule 6.

d.

Holder and Recipient may trade only the capacity amounts during the operating
days or hours set forth in the Trading Agreement.
L

e.

As of the first Trading Day and throughout the period subject to the Trade, all of
Holder’s obligations with regard to the traded capacity shall become Recipient’s sole
responsibility. Holder’s maximum allowed usage will decrease and Recipient’s
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maximum allowed usage will increase by the quantities set forth in the Trading
Agreement executed by the Utility.
f.

Trades are limited to Non-EG noncore and cogeneration customers.

a.

Customers may negotiate among themselves the order of gas supply curtailments or
diversions. Firm service customers may negotiate curtailments or diversion order
with interruptible service customers, and vice versa. Through such arrangements,
responsibility for the supply curtailments or diversions imposed by the utility shall be
transferred from the original customer to another customer or group of customers.

b.

All customers involved in changing the order of gas curtailments or diversions, as
originally established by the utility, must execute and provide to the utility a signed
written notice. Notification to the utility must be made consistent with the posted gas
nomination schedule, but not less than 48 hours, prior to the effective date of the
agreement, whichever is greater.

c.

If the transferee does not comply with the supply curtailments or diversion
agreement, the original assignee shall be held entirely responsible, including any
resulting charges that would be incurred as a result of such responsibility.

d.

In the event the assignee pays a transportation rate which is less than the applicable
tariff rate, such customer shall be required to pay the higher transportation rate of
either the curtailment assignee or assignor.
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M.

Gas Curtailment and Constraints (Continued)
5.

T L

Negotiation of Curtailment and Diversion Order (Continued)
e.

Customers who enter into voluntary gas diversion arrangements with the utility may
negotiate the order of gas supply diversions pursuant to the diversion agreement
only if all parties to the agreement agree to allow such negotiations.

However, at a time when there is a threatened or actual shortage, creating an emergency for
a short duration in the supply of gas to meet the demands of Priority 1 customers, the utility
may, during such emergency period, apportion its available supply of gas among demands
of all or a portion of such Priority 1 customers. Such apportionment shall be made in the
most reasonable and practicable manner possible. During such an emergency the utility will
have the right to shut off, discontinue, re-establish, or continue service for all such customers
or some of such customers, irrespective of priority.
The utility may, during any national or local crisis, give preference, as between all
customers, to customers directly engaged in the production of food supplies, maintaining
public health and the production of national government requirements, when the
discontinuance of service to such customers would stop, or materially diminish their
operation.
IN.

Emergency Curtailment

T

Curtailments may result with little notice due to capacity restrictions or emergencies. The foregoing
gas curtailment procedures do not apply to curtailment under local or emergency conditions, which
will be handled in a manner that immediate operating conditions appear to require at the time.
However, at a time when there is a threatened or actual shortage, creating an emergency for
a short duration in the supply of gas to meet the demands of Priority 1 customers, the utility
may, during such emergency period, apportion its available supply of gas among demands
of all or a portion of such Priority 1 customers. Such apportionment shall be made in the
most reasonable and practicable manner possible. During such an emergency the utility will
have the right to shut off, discontinue, re-establish, or continue service for all such customers
or some of such customers, irrespective of priority.

T

L
The utility may, during any national or local crisis, give preference, as between all customers, to
customers directly engaged in the production of food supplies, maintaining public health and the
production of national government requirements, when the discontinuance of service to such
customers would stop, or materially diminish their operation.
O.

Service Interruption Credit
A qualifying service interruption of firm intrastate transportation service is defined as any
curtailment which is not the result of either force majeure or scheduled maintenance, as described
below. If a firm intrastate transportation customer (including core subscription service) experiences
more than one qualifying interruption during the ten-year period beginning on May 1, 2003, the
Utility shall provide such customer with a Service Interruption Credit (SIC) of $0.25 per therm of gas
curtailed as set forth on each applicable rate schedule.
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O.

T L

Service Interruption Credit (Continued)
For the customer's first qualifying interruption during the ten-year period, the SIC shall only apply to
the volume of curtailed gas over and above 72 consecutive hours of full curtailment or the
volumetric equivalent thereof during a five day period. For subsequent qualifying interruptions
during this period, the SIC shall apply to all of the customer's curtailed volumes resulting from the
subsequent interruptions regardless of the duration or extent of the customer's initial interruption.
The maximum aggregate SIC obligation of the utility in any calendar year shall be $5 million. To
the extent such maximum aggregate obligation would be exceeded, the utility shall provide the SIC
on a pro rata basis to all applicable customers for the calendar year. Utility shall make payment of
the SIC at the end of the applicable calendar year.
1.

Force Majeure
For the purpose of SIC applicability, force majeure shall be defined as the occurrence of
unforeseen events or conditions, not resulting from a negligent act or omission on the part
of the utility, that are beyond its reasonable control and that could not have been prevented
by the exercise of due diligence on its part. The utility shall use all reasonable efforts to
remedy such events or conditions and to remove the cause of same in an adequate
manner and with reasonable dispatch. The occurrence of high demand for gas service due
to weather conditions shall not constitute a force majeure event.

2.

Scheduled Maintenance
For the purpose of SIC applicability, scheduled maintenance shall be considered the
interruption of transportation service to the customer resulting from maintenance of the
utility's facilities which are directly relevant to providing such service to the customer's
facilities when the customer has been given at least thirty (30) calendar days prior written
notice of the scheduled date of the maintenance and service interruption.
The utility shall take all reasonable steps to minimize the duration of such scheduled
maintenance interruptions and to reroute the flow of natural gas to eliminate any service
interruptions that would otherwise occur due to such maintenance.
The utility shall consult with the customer in scheduling any such maintenance interruptions
and shall use reasonable efforts to schedule such maintenance to accommodate the
customer's operating needs and to continue same only for such time as is necessary,
including any agreed upon adjustments to the scheduled date for maintenance as
reasonably necessary in light of unforeseen occurrences affecting the customer and/or the
utility.
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RULE 14
SHORTAGE OF GAS SUPPLY, INTERRUPTION OF DELIVERY,
AND PRIORITY OF SERVICE
JP. End-Use Curtailment Definitions
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Abnormal Peak Day (APD): An APD is the coldest day which could reasonably be expected to occur
within SDG&E's service territory.
Alternate Fuel: Gaseous or nongaseous fuel, including fuel oil, synthetic natural gas (SNG), liquefied
natural gas (LNG), and liquid petroleum gas (LPG). Electricity shall not be considered an alternate
energy source.
As-Available Service: That service provided to customers at times when additional service beyond firm
service may be made available by the utility.
Boiler Fuel: Gas used specifically to fire boilers, regardless of the end-use of the steam produced.
Cogeneration: The sequential use of energy for the production of electrical and useful thermal energy.
The sequence can be thermal use followed by power production or the reverse, subject to the following
standards:
1. At least 5 percent of the facility's total annual energy output shall be in the form of useful thermal
energy.
2. Where useful thermal energy follows power production, the useful annual power output plus one-half
the useful annual thermal energy output equals not less than 42.5 percent of any natural gas and oil
energy input.
Curtailment: Utility initiated suspension of gas service resulting from a supply or capacity shortage of
gas. A Capacity Curtailment occurs when the utility declares a capacity shortage. A capacity shortage
exists when, in the utility's judgment, there exists a restriction or limitation on utility transmission or
distribution pipelines necessary for the acceptance, transmission, or subsequent redelivery of gas
resulting in the utility being unable to meet its operational, contractual, or gas customers' requirements. A
Supply Curtailment occurs when the utility declares a supply shortage. A supply shortage exists when, in
the utility's judgment, the utility has a deficiency of gas supply available to meet its operational,
contractual, or sales customers' requirements.
Customer: The person or entity in whose name service is rendered as evidenced by the signature on
the application, contract, or agreement for that service, or in the absence of a signed instrument, by the
receipt and payment of bills regularly issued in the person or entities name.
Critical Customer: One where danger to human life, health or safety is involved, and includes
customers such as hospitals, other state licensed health care facilities, medical research facilities,
medical facilities at military installations and detention facilities, municipal water pumping plants and
sanitation facilities.
Electric Utilities' Start-up and Igniter Fuel: Electric utility natural gas use where no alternate fuel
capability exists for: (1) heating the boiler system adequately during start-up to enable efficient oil
burning to meet pollution standards; and (2) insuring continuous ignition and flame stabilization within the
boiler.
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AND PRIORITY OF SERVICE
P. End-Use Curtailment Definitions (Continued)
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Emergency Conditions: Operating conditions that may result in a curtailment of service to customers
due to failure of utility facilities, however caused, war, riots, acts of God, strikes, failure of, or interruption
in, gas supply, mandatory or voluntary curtailments ordered by the Public Utilities Commission, or other
conditions beyond its reasonable control.
Hourly Contract Quantity (HCQ): The quantities awarded each hour as set forth in the customer’s
Request for Retail Noncore Gas Services (Form 142-1259).
Local Operating Constraint: An operating condition limiting the ability of the utility to provide gas
service in a confined geographical area.
Monthly Contract Quantity (MCQ): The quantities awarded each month as set forth in the customer’s
Request for Retail Noncore Gas Services (Form 142-1259).
Peak-Day Demand: A customer's highest billing month's requirement divided by the number of days of
operation in that month.
Pilot Light: A small gas burner which is kept lighted to rekindle a principal burner when needed.
Point of Delivery: The place(s) where the utility delivers gas to a customer at the customer's facility or
customer managed storage.
Point(s) of Receipt: The place(s) where the customer delivers, or has delivered on his behalf, gas for
delivery under a utility gas transportation agreement(s).
Replacement Energy: Replacement Energy includes alternative energy purchases or generation
utilizing alternative fuel following involuntary diversion or curtailment of the Customer's gas by the utility.
The cost of Replacement Energy does not include any charges incurred by the Customer for
unforecasted or unscheduled power received by the Customer from the utility as a result of the
Customer's failure to purchase or generate enough Replacement Energy during such diversion or
curtailment.
Residential Use: Service to customers which consists of natural gas use in serving a residential
dwelling or multi-unit dwelling for space heating, air conditioning, cooking, water heating, and other
residential uses, except for central heating plants, serving a combination of residential and commercial
uses where the commercial portion of the use is in excess of 100 Mcf per day, or is more than 15% of
the total natural gas requirements.
System Operating Constraint: An operating condition that limits the ability of the utility to provide gas
service throughout its entire operating system.
Dispatchable Electric Generation: Electric Generation customers who operate in response to dispatch
orders from Electric Grid Operators.
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(Continued)
Day: Period commencing at 12:00 midnight (Pacific time) on any calendar day and ending at 12:00
midnight (Pacific time) on the next succeeding calendar day.
DCQ: See Contract Quantity, Daily.
Decatherm: Ten therms or 1,000,000 British thermal units (MMBtu).
Direct Access (DA): Any end-use Utility customer electing to procure its natural gas, and any other
CPUC-authorized energy services, directly from core transport agent (CTA).

T

Direct Access Service Request (DASR): Request for enrollment, termination, or other change under the
Core Aggregation Transportation (CAT) program. The DASR transaction outlined in Rule No. 32 was
implemented pursuant to CPUC D.98-02-108.
Displacement Receipt Point Capacity: Utility pipeline system improvements which increase the take-away
capacity from a receipt point but do not increase the overall downstream capacity of the Utility’s
backbone transmission system. The addition of Displacement Receipt Point Capacity increases the
ability of the Utility to receive gas from a particular receipt point or zone in competition with other gas
supplies delivered into the system.
Electric Generation: Use of natural gas to generate electricity, either directly or indirectly, including
natural gas used for cogeneration or solar electric generation projects.
Electric Grid Operator: California Independent System Operator (CAISO), Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power (LADWP), Glendale Water and Power (GWP), Burbank Water and Power (BWP),
and Imperial Irrigation District (IID).
Electric Generation Startup and Igniter Fuel: Electric generation natural gas use where no alternate fuel
capability exists for: (1) heating the boiler system adequately during start-up to enable efficient oil
burning to meet pollution standards; and (2) insuring continuous-ignition and flame-stabilization within
the boiler.
Electronic Billing: An option that customers can elect whereby the Utility provides billing information to
the customer by means of a computer network such as the Internet or in a form to be used by a computer
or similar electronic device to destinations mutually agreed upon between Utility and the customer, such
as the Utility’s web page, or a home banking, bill aggregator or financial institution website.
Electronic Bulletin Board (EBB): Southern California Gas’ Internet based electronic gas transactions and
information management computer system. Current trademarked name is SoCalGas’ Envoy.
Electronic Bulletin Board (EBB) User: The customer’s employee, agent or contractor who has been
authorized to access the Utility’s EBB on Form 6800 and is authorized to perform transactions and
obtain information on behalf of the customer.
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI): The sending and receiving of data and/or funds in a structured
electronic format, commonly involving information technology and telecommunications technology.
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